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ABSTRACT 

This is a study of the pragmatic ways in which intersex-identified people 

negotiate bodies ori the Internet. For approximately five years 'intersexuals', 

people previously known as hermaphrodites, have been developing websites, 

posting testirnonials and participating in emaii discussions which focus on th& 

experiences of medical mistreatrnent. For four months in 1999 1 spoke with, 

wrote to and read the online testimonials of intersex-identified people. This cyber- 

fieldwork has Ied to the deveIopment of this thesis. My study traces some of the 

developments of online communication by and arnong intersex-identified people. 

I focus on expressions of embodiment in intersex body narratives as a way of 

thinking about feminist theories of the body. 
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"1 am intersexed! " 
By Lee, Intersex Voices 

i was not born female 
i luas not born male 
my mother screamed 
the doctor rubbed his hands wifh glee 
my father spat wirh dhgust 
the doctor rubbed his handi wirh glee 
interesting, #te mlcsed, in teresting 
he iooked af  my vagina 
interesting, h e mused, interesting 
he iooked af my penis 
an interesting medical problem 
whaf do we do said my mother 
trust me said the doctor 
what do we do said my father 
trust me said the doctor 
what we have here ik yes 
he tested and studied 
what we have here IS a 
he poked and he prodded 
gid, simpïy a girl with a problem 
a very, very interesting problem 
don 'd worry, just trust me 
he picked up the scalpel 
i know what to do 
he stole my penk from me 
don 't worry, i'm the expert 
he stole my beard from me 
i'l1 jmt fi! nature's rniktake 

he stole myseiffrom me 
i was nof born female 
i was not born male 
i was made, created female 
made t o m  into your tuorCd 
your limited, two-gender world 
your frightened, unnaturai world 
i am your s h m e  
so you make mefeel ashanred 
i am your fear 
so you make me feel afraid 
i am your Iridden self 
so yoii make me need to hide 
i am the mys tes, you hate 
so you make me Irate myself 
i was not female 
su yoii said i had a probiem 
i was not male 
so yort said i had a problem 
yori stole myself from me 
you are my problem 
your srnail fwo-gendered world 
i am your other 
i am not female 
i am your other 
i am not male 
i am your 0th er 
i am intersex 
i am hermaphrodite 
i am your otiier 
and i celebrate 
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Chapter 1 : Inter(net)sexuality: An Ethnographie Study in 
Cyberspace 

f. Introduction 

In this thesis 1 explore the ways in which intersex body narratives on the 

lnternet challenge the myths of a unitary, resistant 'intersexual body' and 'intersex 

movernent'. These intersex body narratives have led me to develop this feminist 

ethnography of embodiment. From May to September 1999 1 collected diverse 

anecdotes which describe acceptance, resistance and ambivalence toward 

rnedical diagnosis and treatrnent(s) of intersexuality. The multiplicity of 

perspectives which intersex-identified people express in online communication 

dernonstrate that they are diverse individuals with particular histories. The 

narratives also help me to reflect on a central probfem in recent feminist theories 

of the body and therefore to write this feminist ethnography of embodiment. 

Feminist theory has reached a crisis in which the tension between the 

body's materiality and its discursive construction is central (Balsamo 1996). 

'Intersexuality', with its discursive and material bridging of boundaries between 

male/female and nature/culture, provides an apt opportunity to explore this crisis. 

Despite the ways in which others have portrayed them (Fausto-Sterling 2000, 

Kaplan 7999, Kessler 1998) intersexuals are not necessarily politically active. 

socially resistant individuals. Not al1 of the people I spoke to were invested in or 

concerned with the 'intersex movement'. These people's lives do not always 

revolve around intersexuality or the desire to correct medical practice. Several 



people in my study, however, are deeply cornrnitted to the goals of the 'intersex 

movement' (see Chapter 3). Concern over medical protocols for treating 

intersexuality has unified these more resistant individuals (and has sometimes 

caused rifts amongst them). Yet, even these politically active people do not 

pursue their resistance to rnedical (rnis)management of intersexuality on a daily 

basis. In my conversations with them, intersex-identified peopie dernonstrated 

many ways of negotiating medical and social treatrnent. Their reflections on and 

assertions of bioiogically sexed bodies are the focus of this thesis. 

The intersex body narratives I have collected articulate a materiality of the 

body while addressing the social construction of gender. The stories deal with 

both the physical experiences of intersexuality and philosophical debates about 

the biologically sexed body. Many of the individuals I spoke to are deeply 

invested in academic debates over how bodies are constituted. As will be 

dernonstrated in further sections, their narratives occasionally refer to scholars 

such as Judith Butler, Germaine Greer and Suzanne Kessler and they ask such 

questions as whether sex chromosomes matter, or whether they should matter 

(see Chapter 4). Their narratives provide contradictory allusions to bodiliness, 

gender, ambiguity and technology. In so doing they complicate feminist theories 

of the body and expand the definition of intersexuality. In their multiplicity intersex 

body narratives serve as a textual mode of examining ernbodiment in a rnanner 

which does not essentialise the body and hence they ailow me to explore the 

tensions between the metaphorical and rnaterial qualities of the body. 



'Intersex' is the medical umbrella terrn that refers to approximately forty 

different 'conditions' of 'ambiguous genitalia' or 'hermaphroditism'. Estirnates of 

the frequency of intersexuality have resulted from the various definitions of it. 

One commonly cited statistic is that 'intersexuals' make up approximately 2-3% 

of the human population (Epstein 1995:79). In biomedical terms. 'intersexed' 

bodies are 'abnormal'. They Vary from 'normal' bodies because of genetic or 

endocrinological 'malfunction'. Conversely. intersexuality is not a problern of 

biological rnalfunction as much as it is a testament to human variability (Kessler 

199%). 

By referring to intersexuality as a condition, one imrnediately and 

unnecessarily rnedicalizes it. Further, to name it a condition of 'ambiguous 

genitalia' is a misnomer. There is nothing morphologically arnbiguous about 

intersexed infants. The flesh and organs of intersexed people have cIear 

boundaries, they do not have blurred skin'. As many intersex activists have 

shown, the ambiguity lies in the cultural interpretation of bodies and sex 

categories. Thus, intersexuality calls into question the idea of the 'normal' body. 

The myriad ways of being and expressing the social identity 'intersexuality' 

are sornetimes obfuscated in the media and academic accounts (for exarnple, 

Kaplan 1999). Other studies I have read about intersexuals tend to represent 

them as tragic figures or resistant revolutionaries (Kessler 1998; Foucault 1980; 

Butler 1990; Fausto-Sterling 2000). lntersexuality is often framed as a static state 

of being. Based on my fieldwork. 1 am arguing against hornogenising al1 



intersexuals into one monolithic group. Intersex-identified people do not al1 

conflate male and female in their stories. They do not al1 Say "we are both 

sexes". Some individuals identify as purely female or completely male while 

others deny the relevance of dimorphic biological sex. Their stories demonstrate 

how many different perspectives exist amongst intersexuals. Compelled to pay 

attention to the multivocality that exists amongst intersexuals, 1 explore the 

politics of representing intersexuality by analysing a variety of stories about 

inteïsexuality that exist on the Internet. 

Il. Background 

a. Medical Management 

Intersex-identified people 1 have spoken to argue that the current 

treatment rnodality for intersexuality is outdated and unnecessary. This treatrnent 

initially involves diagnosing an infant with genital 'arnbiguity'. Second, physicians 

deterrnine the appropriate gender in which the child should be reared. This siep 

often requires the presence of several specialists, from endocrinologists to infant 

urologists. These doctors deterrnine which surgeries or homonal therapies are 

most feasible for the child's 'normal' and 'healthy' psychosexual development. A 

gender assignment is then made and the appropriate therapy is employed. 

Usually if the child's phallus is somewhere between 0.9-2.5 cm long it is 

determined that the child could not possibly have a satisfying sexual Iife as a 

man and the phallus is excised in order to create the sembiance of a normal 

' Morgan Hohes interview, July 1999. 

4 



female body. These surgeries aimost always result in painful scar tissue and the 

loss of pleasurable sensation in the genitals2. 

b. Defining intersex 'conditions' 

i .  Examining 'Intersex/uality/ed' 

My aim is to destabilise previous definitions of intersexuality, which place 

intersex-identified people in one distinct category. lndeed, to some intersex 

activists, 'intersex' is defined by what it is not (Morgan Holmes, interview July 

1999); that is, not male or female, not ambiguously gendered, not gendered 

along a spectrum3 of genders. To others it means specific things such as being 

born with 'arnbiguous genitalia', having 'abnormal' endocrinological functioning, 

being calted a 'freak', and having had extensive medical (ma1)treatment. 

Throughout this thesis I ernphasise the idea that language has the power 

to constrain and to liberate (King 1991). In relation to this I will examine the 

semantic and political significance of the various suffixes that are added to the 

word 'intersex'. 'htersexuals' are the objectified, static beings referred to in 

much biomedical and scholarly literature. 'Intersexuality' is the static state of 

Being an intersexual. The '-ual' and '-uality' suffixes fix individuals into categories 

and do not allow for the dynamisrn that exists in the lives of intersex-identified 

people. On the other hand some intersex-identified people employ the '-ual' and 

--- 

1 have sirnplified the medical protocol for ex~Ianatory purposes. The decisions and diagnoses made by 
physicians are obviously much more cornpIicated than this. 



'-uality' in a 'strategic essentialism", or rather, strategic self-objectification. 

Hence, although I use the terms 'intersexual' and 'intersexuality' they are always 

carefully used and their meaning is context-specific. 

Since 1 am theorising a rnateriality of the body, I have been wary of 

reinscribing the idea of a static material body (Grosz 1994). The state of being or 

identimg as 'intersexed', or 'intersexual', is constantly re-exarnined from 

different angles in this thesis. The terni 'intersex' gains different nuances as it is 

(re)defined by my research participants, other researchers, and me. I shall only 

begin to define 'intersex' now. The term will gain further meaning in the course of 

the thesis. 

ii. Sorne Medical Definitions 

The medical, social scientific and intersex4 literature place several different 

conditions under the umbrella of intersexuality. Not al1 people affected by these 

conditions consider themselves to be intersexed. Nonetheless, many do and for 

explanatory purposes 1 have provided this descriptive section. In the first half of 

this section 1 use definitions frorn medical texts and frorn the website of the 

lntersex Society of North America (ISNA). In the latter half of the section the 

strictly medical definitions are contrasted with a series of satirical definitions 

written by an intersexed person and posted on the Internet. 

This idea of the spectrum has been problematized by intersex activists and by transgender activists 
because ' spec tm '  irnplies something which lies between two poIar opposites. Thus the nvo genders, male 
and fernale, are re-concretised and remain in tact. 
4 A11 of these conditions are found in the ISNA website. Other sites such as CAH sites or Kleinfelter's 
Syndrome sites do not refer to the conditions as 'intersex'. This distinction will be teased out in chapter 3. 



This section is about defining intersexuality. It is also about who gets the 

power to define it. While I begin with medical definitions5, this should not 

presume any sort of final authority. Rather these definitions are necessary in 

order for the reader to understand what a person is talking about when she says, 

for example, "l'm an AIS woman". The latter part of this section is an ironic set of 

definitions which fead us to question the biomedical terms and diagnoses. 

Concienital Adrenal Hv~emlasia (CAH) 

CAH is said to occur in 1 in 20,000 individuals and is the most common 

form of intersexuality found in infants who have XX ci-iromosomes. Referred to in 

the medical iiterature as "fernale pseudohermaphroditism" (Speroff, et al. 

1994:329), CAH results in "masculinized external genitalia" (ibid.) However, it 

causes other, more serious metabolic problems such as hypertension, sait 

wasting or hypoglycernia. Hence CAH is detected more often than other forms of 

intersexuality. Indeed, a child's life can be threatened by the loss of salt, hence 

intersexuality may be the least relevant of issues affecting the child's health. 

Nonetheless, p hysicians and parents often treat "masculinised" or "ambiguous" 

genitals as medical emergencies. 

Partial and Cornplete Androgen Insensitivity Svndrome (PAIS and CAIS) 

5 Definitions and statistics in this section are drawn from www.isna.org and, where indicated, from other 
medical texts. 
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AIS is an inherited condition6. found in approxirnately 1 out of 20,000 

people, which affects the development of reproductive organs and genitals. It is 

caused by a variation on the X chromosome of an XY (usually male) person. This 

genetic variation causes the body not to recognise or respond to 'masculinizing' 

androgens. Thus an individual who would typically develop into a male, develops 

female-looking genitals. There is generally a small vagina, or none at all. Many of 

the women in my study who have Complete AIS noted that they have a large 

enough vagina for penetrative sexual intercourse. These women have no uterus 

but have testes (usually undescended) which produce estrogen and cause 

breasts to develop in puberty. People with AIS generally have little or no pubic 

hair. 

In Partial AIS, the body responds slightly to androgens produced, thus 

genitals look less female. This results in what is known as 'ambiguous genitalia'. 

AIS is occasionally referred to as 'testicular feminisation' or 'male pseudo- 

hermaphroditism'. 

Proqestin-lnduced Virilization 

Progestin, which was administered to pregnant women in the 1950s and 

60s for the prevention of miscarriage, caused 'virilization' in their infants with XX 

chromosomes. These infants generally have a uterus and ovaries (although 

It sometimes also occurs by spontaneous genetic mutation on the X chromosome. 

8 



sometimes they do not), a large phallus and occasionally are born without a 

vagina or cervix7. 

Kleinfelter's Svndrorne 

Kleinfelter's Syndrome occurs when a male infant inherits an extra X 

chromosome (from either parent), XXY. Since testes in children with Kleinfelter's 

Syndrome often produce lower than average amounts of testosterone, these 

individuals do not develop facial and body hair, bulky muscles, deep voice, Iarger 

penis and testes at puberty and many may develop larger breasts 

(gynecomastia). The syndrome often goes undiagnosed since some of the cases 

result only in srnall, firm testes and no sperm. Kleinfelter's Syndrome is said to 

occur in from 1 out of 500-1000 individuals. 

Hypos~adias 

Hypospadias is when the urethral meatus (opening) is located sornewhere 

on the underside of the penis, rather than at the tip. Hypospadias c m  be 

relatively minor, resulting in a meatus on the underside but still on the glans of 

the penis. It can also be more pronounced, resulting in a urethral opening from 

mid-shalt out to the glans. Finally, the urethra rnay be entirely absent, with the 

urine exiting the bladder from behind the penis. 

' This idea of virilization is a problematic one, because virility denotes strength and is associated with the 
masculine. Thus a masculinizing of the female body gets referred to in the literature as a strengthening of 
the female body. This reinforces ways of viewing the female body as something requiring irnprovement. 



The following statistics on intersexuality are interesting to notea: 

8 Frequency of conditions taken frorn ISNA website, based on: 
Blackless, Melanie, Anthony Chamvastra, Amanda Denyck, Anne Fausto-Sterling, Karl Lauzanne, and 
Ellen Lee. 2000. "How sexually dirnorphic are we? Review and synthesis." Arnerican Journal of Human 
Biology 12: 15 1 - 1  66. Can also be seen on: http://www3 .interscience.wilev.com/coi- 
bin/issuetoc?lD=69504032 

Condition 
Not XX and not XY 
Kleinfelter's Syndrome 
AIS 
PAIS 
CAH 
Late Onset Adrenal Hyperplasia 
Vaginal agenesis (no vagina) 
Ovotestes 
ldiopathic (no discernible medical 
cause) 
latrogenic (caused by biomedicine, e.g. 
progestin-induced virilization) 
5 alpha reductase deficiency 
Mixed gonadal dysgenesis 

Frequency 
1/1,666 
1/1 O00 
1/13,000 
1/130,000 
1/13,000 
11'66 
A/6000 
1/83,000 
?/110,000 

No estimate 

No estimate 
No estimate 

Complete gonadal dysgenesis 1 1/150,000 
Hypospadias (urethral opening in 
perineum or alonc) penile shaft) 
Hypospadias (urethral opening 

l 112000 
1 n7O 

between corona and tip of glans) 
Total number of people whose bodies 1/100 
differ frorn typical male or fernale 
bodies 
Table 1 : Summary of the frequency of intersex-related conditions (www-isna-org) 



iii. Satirical Definitions 

Humour is employed by intersex activists to mock medical definitions 

which are often seen as arbitrary and reductionist. What follows is an excerpt 

from www.sexuality.orq of satirical definitions of various terms associated with 

intersexuality. 

Ho w to Undastand Medical Writinq on Intersex-author unkno wn 

Ambiguous genitalia: Genitalia that refuse to declare their sex to doctors-no 
doubt on the principle that under interrogation by the enerny you should give only 
name, rank, and serial number. 

Androgen insensitivity: The condition of infants who callously refuse to respond 
to testosterone treatment; the cause of many an endocrinologist's hurt feelings. 

Clitoral recession: See female genital mutilation. Despite Webster's false 
cognate, "recession" is derived from "rescission," the noun form of the verb 
"rescind." Endocrinologists, lika certain Congressmen, like to rescind budgets 
they feel are too large, even when this means cutting off essential services. 

Clitoromegaly: Micropenis in the female. A longer definition would be 
superfiuous, since this condition is apt to be cut off before the patient can 
pronounce it. 

Cryptorchidism: A condition in which the testes (-orchid) are hidden (crypto-). 
Hidden from whom? Obviously, from the doctors. Cryptorchidism is thus 
practised by those discriminating infants who do not wish to put pearls before 
swine. 

Female: 1. A male intersexual when the endocrinologist is through with hirn. 2. A 
female intersexual whom the uroIogist has not seen yet. 

Fernale genital mutilation (FGM): The scarring or removal of the clitoris, 
performed by witch doctors and condemned by al1 right-thinking people. If the 
clitoris is a bit larger than average, however, it is performed by accredited 
surgeons and covered by al1 major insurance plans. 

Gynecomastia: Enlargement of the breasts in a patient whorn we have decided to 
cal1 male. In a patient whom we have decided to cal1 female, the same trait is 
called "excellent breast developrnent." 



Hypertrophy: Literally, too much rneat. How much is too much? More, rnadam, 
than your sister has; less, sir, than you will have when we are through. 

Hypospadias: A condition in which the meatus of the penis exits elsewhere than 
the tip. The etymology of this term is worthy of great meditation: hypo=too little; 
spadix is the Latin for sword. If only the infant's sword were larger, he would be 
able to fight off the surgeon. 

lusus naturae: A freak of nature. It rnay at first surprise the reader that this terni is 
not applied to people who cut up perfectly healthy genitals; but while that 
behavior is certainly freakish, nature has nothing to do with it. 

Male: See female. Whatever you rnay Say of medical Fascism, it does rnake the 
males run on time. 

Micropenis: Clitoromegaly in the male. Cutting off the rnicropenis and rearing the 
child as female is a comrnon way of producing a satisfactory psychological 
adjustrnent; For it's a fact the whole world knows That Pobbles are happier 
without their toes. Edward Lear 

Presenting: Having. As in, "The infant presented a hypospadiac micropenis" (said 
by doctors) or "The jogger presented a large wallet" (said by muggers). 

Pseudohermaphrodite: Pseudo=false; a pseudohermaphrodite is one whose 
falsely ambiguous genitals cruelly rnislead the doctor into hopes of publication. 
So, at least, says pseudoscience. 

res ipsa loquitur: Legal, not rnedical, Latin: "the thing speaks for itself." A sponge 
left in a patient's body speaks for itself, and is well paid to do so; but for the sex 
organ removed from the body, nobody will speak. 

Rights: Wrongs. In medical literature, the 'rights' of the intersexed refer 
excluoively to their right to be modified, never to any right to remain as they are. 
For exarnple, one text calls for hypospadias to be "corrected" even when it is 
purely cosrnetic, on the grounds that "by the age of five every boy has the right to 
be a 'pointer' and not a 'setter'." 

Stenosis: Narrowness. A condition of meatuses and minds. 

Urologists: Those benefactors of hurnanity who, with considerable difficulty, 
distinguish intersexed infant boys frorn intersexed infant girls. These infants, 
when grown, may with equal difficulty distinguish urologists from butchers. 



Writings such as the above excerpt help to understand the perspectives of 

at Ieast some intersexuals about doctors, diagnoses and subsequent 'therapies'. 

These definitions shoutd be kept in mind when reading the rest of the thesis as 

they serve to contextualise many of the stories that follow and demonstrate an 

alternative mind-set for those people who resist biomedicai diagnosis and 

treatment. 

III. Situating Myself 

Ali arguments and projects corne from a politically, socially and historically 

motivated place (Haraway 1991 b). My 'location' (Gupta and Ferguson 1997) is 

briefly traced out in this section in order to make sense of the factors which 

motivate this research. 

As a teen I actively supported feminist causes such as affirmative action, 

pay equity and the pro-choice movement. It was in 1996' as an undergraduate 

student in anthropology that I began to question the construction of the category 

'woman' and realised that subjects are politically constructed "within certain 

legitimating and exclusionary aims" (Butler 1990:5). This ied me to becorne 

dissafisfied with feminist struggles that did not question the construction and the 

naturaiisation of the idea of 'woman'. It was then that I started to question the 

rneaning and relevance of gender, sex and the body. 

My research into intersexuality was inspired one evening in 1996 as 1 

watched the television show 20/20 with my farnily. This show typically reinforces 



American ideals of the nuclear family, democracy and the rights of the individual. 

It is not usually the kind of television program that would inspire one to rethink 

the biological basis of sex, as it did for me. That night, 20/20 was covering a story 

about a baby born with CAH (Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia). The condition 

was frarned as a very rare disease, which results in 'ambiguous genitalia'. CAH 

was portrayed as a horrible tragedy for the families of the infants. The program 

was couched in a discourse of fear of genital variation, the need for genitaI 

'correction', and pity for the families in question. 

I was particularly struck by the segment where the father burst into tears 

when he was casually asked whether his child was a girl or a boy. It was at that 

moment that the social construction of sex and gender gained real meaning for 

me and I began to ask a series of questions which I continue to ask today: Why 

are we so scared of genital variation? Why do we feel we must erase it? Why are 

we uncaring about the potential newe damage caused by non-consensual genital 

so surgeries? How is it that a parent of a perfectly healthy baby can be- 

infinitely upset by the infant's genital morphology? What is society trying to 

protect sc vigilantly that it makes sex 'ambiguity' so shocking and undesirable? 

For me it seems shocking that we think non-standard genitals need to be 

'corrected'. 1 now believe that society is trying to vigilantly defend the borders 

between the two sexes (and in the process to defend heterosexuality) by erasing 

intersexuality (cf. Butler 1990; Fausto-Sterling 2000). 



As a result of thaï 20/20 program 1 have spent the past four years trying to 

learn about intersexuality and the social impetus for 'corrective' genital surgery. 

My journey into researching intersexuality began by reading the MA thesis of 

Morgan Holmes (1 994,  who critically analysed the biomedical treatment of 

intersexuality and wrote poignantly about her own "clitoral amputation". 1 

subsequently began to delve into biomedical definitions of intersexuality through 

an analysis of the discursive construction of 'normal' and 'abnormal' sex in 

medical and sexofogical texts. However, this was insufficient for me. I wanted, in 

true anthropological fashion, to speak to the people in the 'community'. 1 

therefore contacted Morgan Holmes in 1997. She was very helpful in giving me 

advice about whorn to speak to in the intersex cornmunity. She also introduced 

me to several websites and an email discussion group which were to become my 

fieldsites. Since 1997 1 have visited the websites, and become acquainted with 

individuais on the email lists. This led to the developrnent of my current research 

project (see Chapter 2 for research protocol). 

IV. ldentity politics of intersexuality on the lnternet 

Intersex-identified people negotiate an identity poiitics of intersexuality 

through websites, testimonials and email discussion lists which are devoted to 

peer support and a critique of rnedical (rnis)management of intersexuality. There 

are rnany perspectives on what exactly makes one an intersexual. Some conflict 

exists in the movement regarding just who has the right to cal1 themselves 



intersexed. For example, some transsexuals see a biomedical definition such as 

intersexuality as a strategic way to gain medical treatrnents, yet some intersex- 

identified people would like to maintain the 'purity' of the term intersexuality by 

disallowing this. Further, most intersexuals prefer to live either as wornen or men. 

Oihers feel that a 'neuter' gender category would suit them best. Regardless of 

their choice of gender, most individuals have experienced significant ernotional 

turmoil over having been the recipients of unwanted medical and psychiatric 

therapies. Thus, despite the fact that their lives have been portrayed as free- 

spirited subversions of gender (Butler 1990; Foucauli 1980), many intersex- 

identified people use the lnternet to stress the constraints imposed on them by 

the designation 'intersex'. On the other hand, some intersexuals embrace the 

terrn and use it positively in their atternpts to reform current biomedical treatment 

modalities. Thus the terni 'intersex' is both restrictive and liberatory (see Chapter 

4 for an extended discussion). 

V. The Politics of Representation 

a. lntersex body narratives 

My focus on narratives is in keeping with a theoretical frarnework which 

sees agency in storytelling. The use of stories adds hurnan significance to 

anthropological accounts (Rosaldo 1986; Abu-Lughod 1993). In this sense the 

use of narrative is an ideal tool for the development of a feminist ethnography of 

embodiment. 



I cal1 the narratives I have recorded 'intersex body narratives'. It should be 

noted a i  the outset that these narratives are not necessarily written by 

'intersexuals'. In other words I am not interested in the biological 'truth' of rny 

participants' daim to intersexuaiity. 1 did not examine the genitals and endocrine 

system of my participants. 1 am often asked, "But how do you know for sure that 

these people are telling the Truth about their intersexuaiity?" The answer is that I 

do not know whether they are telling the Truth. I am far more interested in the 

process of identification with the term intersexuality and not whether one's genital 

morphology is 'ambiguous'. "Truth effects" (Foucault 1978), those truths which 

come into being through discourses of power, are what I am focusing on when 1 

examine intersex body narratives. An alternate answer which I give to people 

who ask me about the truth in my findings is that most people who are not 

genuinely intersexeci would not bother to spend their time in lengthy email 

discussions and creating websites. 9 

I am interested in patterns of identification with the category intersexuality, 

and with the ways in which those identities are articulated (Hall 1991). As we 

have seen, intersexuality is a biomedical term, which has taken on political 

significance. I therefore do not want to abandon the term completely. Conversely, 

I do not want to foist this designation on those who reject it. Thus, 'intersex body 

narratives', because it refers to the narratives and not to individuals, is the rnost 

appropriate term to use in this ethnography of embodiment. 

'Impostors' would eventually be discovered and 'outed' by the comrnunity of online intersex activists after 
a while. 



b. Other Representations of lntersexuality 

'Hermaphrodites', the traditional term given to intersexed people, have 

served throughout history as 'curious' entities to be fetishized in Iiterature, 

imrnortalised in mythology and art, and studied in laboratories as teratological 

objects. As this photograph (Figure 1) that I took at the Louvre museum in Paris 

demonstrates, the mythical godldess ~ermaphroditos'~ still inspires curiosity, 

laughter, derision and fetishization amongst museum-goers (see Figure 1). 

As rnany as 65, 000 infants per year are born with 'ambiguous genitalia' (Ward 

2000), yet there is very little sensitive public attention given to the largely 

cosmetic surgeries performed on intersexed infants. Many people with whom I 

spoke about my research were genuinely confused about the topic and by why I 

would want to focus on such an obscure issue. Even rnedical professionals 

naively asked: 'Why are you studying these 'inbetweennies'?" and "Can they 

have babies with themselves?" The fact that there exists a history in written text 

and in art about the presence of intersexuals while contemporary intersex- 

identified people remain hidden in Western society points to a significant gap in 

the literature on and popular representations of intersexuals. 

One possible reason for the lack of knowledge about intersexuals is the 

ambivalent ways in which intersexuals have been represented. One finds 

1 O There are two stories of the origin of Hermaphroditos. The first is that Hemaphroditos was the child of 
Hermes and Aphrodite. The second story is that Hermes and Aphrodite Ioved one another to such a great 



Figure 1 

Hermaphroditus (Photo by Michal Nahman, Louvre Museum, Paris, France, 
August 1997) 



descriptions of intersexuals in 19%entury European medical literature. legal 

documents and novels (Paniona 1980, Foucault 1980~'). Hermaphrodites are 

written about in these texts as 'sodomites', monsters, objects of desire or 

witches. More recent historiographic studies of intersexuality in the West (Dreger 

1998, 1999; Findlay 1995; Epstein 1995; Laqueur 1990) deal with societal 

notions of ambiguous sex through examinations of rnemoirs, letters, court 

transcripts, medical descriptions of intersexed bodies and correlating 

prescriptions for treatrnent. They present historical accounts of intersexuality in a 

sensitive and educated rnanner. There is a humanity to these representations of 

intersexuals that is not present in the medico-legal texts of either the past or the 

present. These studies are relevant in their own right but unfortunately cannot 

help us understand those intersex-identified people who are living in our midst 

today. Cross-cultural studies (Herdt 1993; Nanda 1993, 1990; Roscoe 1993; 

Ward 2000) which examine the present-day role of the berdache, guevedoche 

and the hijra12 abound. These studies do show us that intersexed bodies exist 

extent that theu bodies became fused and resulted in Hermaphroditos. See Fausto-Sterling 2000 and Dreger 
1998 for fuller accounts. 
" Michel Foucault's introduction to the memoirs of HercuIine Barbin are a particularly good example of 
how hermaphrodites have been romanticised. Barbin, raised as a girl, lived in 1 9<h cenniry France. At the 
age of 19 she was diagnosed a hennaphrodite. Her childhood mernories are that of an undisputable girl who 
has Iove affairs and cmshes on other girls. Foucault's interpretation is that Barbin lived in a "happy limbo 
of non-identity" (Foucault 1980). Yet my interpretation of the rnemoirs is that Barbin neither experienced 
limbo nor non-identity. Rather, she was a girl. The memoirs, written in retrospect just before Barbin's 
suicide, impute difference unto her body. While that diRerence is undefined, there is no mention in Barbin's 
story that she experienced limbo. The only limbo I found in reading the memoirs was that which doctors 
and Iawyers created by forcing her to Iive as a man and to leave her beloved Sara. 
12 Berdache is a name given by anthropologists to people who occupy a 'third gender' status in indigenous 
North American societies. The tenn cornes frorn the Arabic or Persian term for the younger male partner in 
a male-male sexual relationship (Roscoe 1993). Berdache are often confüsed with hermaphrodites and are 
used by certain activists as proof of hermaphroditism in other cultures. Hijras of lndia are sociaIly neither 
male nor female. They are "erotic or sacred female men" who have had their genitals removed to elhinate 



while also critiquing (Western) compulsory heterosexuality. However, these 

studies tend too often to idealise and rornanticise the non-Western subjects of 

study. 

Today, there is a growing number of feminist studies which adequately 

critique (Western) biomedical definitions and treatment of intersexuality (Holmes 

1994, Hubbard 1996, Epstein 1995, 1990; Lee 1994, Fausto-Sterling 1993; 

Kessler 1990, lW8). Sorne of these tell us about the current 'intersex 

movement'13. They shed light upon surgical practices of 'correcting' arnbiguous 

genitals. These studies are also beginning to listen to and speak the voices of 

intersex individuals themselves (Holmes 1994; Kessler 1998; Dreger 1999). 

Yet there is a significant problem with the way sorne feminists have dealt 

with intersexuality. Fausto-Sterling wishes that 'gender' be acknowledged as a 

social construction. She ernploys intersexuals to prove her theory, "[slince 

intersexuals quite Iiterally embody both sexes, they weaken daims about sexual 

difference" (Fausto-Sterling 2000: 8). However, Fausto-Sterling, an 

anthropologist and a biologist, knows that intersexuals do not really embody both 

sexes. Kessler attempts to use intersexuals to teach us "Lessons" about how we 

symbols of masculine sexuality and enciow the individual with "divine powers of the goddess (Shaki)" 
(Nanda 1993:373). Nanda refers to Hijras as intersexual, although 1 think they cannot be conceived as such 
in North Arnerica, since the eIements of choice and consent over having their genitals removed is 
something which is usually missing in the North American example of intersexuality. Guevedoche, Iiterally 
eggs at twelve ('eggs' is the colloquial Spanish term for testicles, the equivalent to the North American 
term 'balls'), refers to a condition known in the medical Iiterature as 5 alpha-reductase deficiency, which is 
a type of androgen insensitivity (see chapter 2 for a discussion of this condition). It is found in the 
Dominican Republic and results in an XY infant being born with 'ambiguous' or female genitalia. The 
child gets assigned as female but at puberty masculinisation occurs (Herdt 1993). Of the three exampIes of 
intersexuality in other cultures, Guevedoche is the one which most closely matches the North American 
case of intersexuality. 



think about gender and sexuality. This is also somewhat problematic. Many 

intersexuals 1 spoke to do not feel they (or their bodies) are here to teach us 

tessons. Both Kessler and Fausto-Sterling have had some involvement with the 

intersex movement, yet the voices of those affected by biomedicine's power to 

define are virtually absent from their otherwise illuminating texts. 

To date, there has been little in-depth ethnographic study of intersex- 

identified people. Perhaps the reason for this is that they are so "hidden" in Our 

society. The one place where we do find intersexual communities, however, is on 

the Internet. Surprisingly, then, there has been Iittle in-depth ethnographic study 

of the vast literature posted on the lnternet by intersex-identified people. Since 

the lnternet has been the venue where the 'movement' has taken its shape, to 

not study the intersex presence on the lnternet is a serious oversight. lntersex 

activists have created a palpable presence on the Internet. Anthropologists, for 

whom the tendency has been to study people 'in' places, rather than studying 

social and political 'location' of the individuals in question (Gupta and Ferguson 

1997; Haraway 1991 b), have been slow to locate this particular community. 

VI. The Romance of Virtuality and (Dis)ernbodirnent 

a. lntroducing Embodirnent 

Embodiment denotes the way in which the body is experienced. This is 

discernible through representations of the body, textual and otherwise. 

Ernbodirnent cannot solely be reduced to how the body is experienced and how 

- -- 

13 A contentious term that I reflect on Iater. 



that experience is expressed (Csordas 1994). The body is interactive and 

dynamic. To study embodirnent is to pay attention to the structures that shape 

the body, and the histories related to that construction, while at the same time 

focusing on personal experiences with/in/of the body. 

The individuals in my study express gender and the lived body through 

stories of painful 'genital mutilation' by Western doctors. They express the 

degradation experienced during rnedical procedures and by having had images 

of their naked bodies published in medical texts. There is much frustration 

expressed over having had their medical records destroyed and of being 

mistreated by farnily members and peers (see Chapter 4). Intersex body stories 

are testimonials of pain and suffering as well as resistance and emotional 

resilience. These particular stories of embodiment complicate the idea that the 

body is either a metaphorical or concrete entity. The narratives provide a way of 

encountering the sexed body at the level of its various interfaces: with physicians' 

scalpels, social scientists' theories, computer-mediated technologies, scholarly 

texts and other intersexed bodies. By looking at these narratives t explore the 

body on multiple leveis, incIuding the level of metaphorical and textual 

expressions of pain, acceptance and resistance experienced and enacted by 

intersex-identified people. 



b. Disernbodiment and Virtuality in Popular Culture 

It's a sharne you are not alive to experience 
disembodiment. It is the epitome of perfection. 

(Borg Queen, Star Trek "Voyager") 

Why does disernbodiment epitomise perfection? Since the time of ancient 

Greek philosophers, the Wester tradition has distrusted the corporeal body 

because of its susceptibility to degeneration and corporeal desires which lead 

one to supposedly 'base' endeavours. In late twentieth century North America 

and Europe this distrust has reached its pinnacle. The quote above exemplifies 

how North Americans have begun !O fantasise about leaving the corporeal body. 

The above quote is meant to entice the Star Trek viewer. It is uttered by a 

deliberately sexy Borg Queen whose organic head, neck, shoulders and spinal 

column were, just moments earlier, removed from their regeneration chamber 

and fused to a mechanical body. The Borg Queen is an object of desire. She is 

sensual, powerful and dangerous, yet made rnostly of metal. Such an image 

plays on contemporary ideals of a techno-virtuaI existence. This character 

demonstrates the attractiveness of disembodirnent, but also warns of its perils. 

Another popular television show, "The X-Files", picks up this theme with a 

segment on "up1oading"- the process of transferring one's consciousness into 

cyberspace, eliminating the need for a messy, fleshy body. Again, we are shown 

a desirable image, disernbodiment, and yet again we are told to be wary of it. 

The dual, contradictory message found on Star Trek and X-Files is timely. On the 

one hand they titillate us into fantasizing about virtuality and disembodiment. On 



the other hand they warn us that disembodirnent is dangerous. These programs 

are picking up on the confusion produced by cornputer-mediated technology and 

the seemingly unlimited possibilities of humaninon-human interaction. 

Interestingly, both characters in the aforementioned programs are female. 

This is significant as women have historically been associated with, bound by 

and debased through their supposed closeness to the corporeal body. Yet 

women are also beginning to dream of (and through) the possibilities that 

technology affords (Cherny and Weise 1996; Harcourt 1999; Senft and Horn 

1996). Women realise that being reduced to the functions of their body is not a 

privilege. However, women are being warned in the popular media that 

eschewing the corporeal body might not be Iiberatory either. 

The individuals in my study are participating in a medium, the Internet, 

which encourages disembodiment. They are tied to technology in at least three 

ways. First, as children or youth they encountered technology as disempowered 

subjects, upon whom medical treatments were imposed. Second, they continue 

their ambivalent relationship with biotechnology through the use of vaginal 

diiators, surgeries and hormonal treatments. At this stage they are empowered 

consumers who choose, sometimes reluctantly, to employ techniques which 

'manage' their bodies and make them fit more neatly in a particular gender 

category. Third, when I encountered them they were actively using the lnternet 

as a tool for educating the public about their life experiences, exploring their 

identities through story and poetry, finding others with similar conditions and 



mindsets and creating change in biomedical protocois. Thus, humans and 

technology encounter one another in many different ways in the lives of intersex- 

identified people. Their complex interactions with technologies mirror the 

messages found on Star Trek and The X-Files. 

c. (Dis)embodiment In Feminist Literature 

Postmodernist and poststructuralist feminists have also taken to imag ining 

the liberatory possibilities and subversiveness of ambiguity (cf. Morris 1995). 

Poststructuralists such as Judith Butler theorise the sexed body as a discursive 

construct, viewing the body as an ambiguous entity, which is shaped through the 

repetition of words and acts (Butler 1990). However, bodies are much more than 

metaphors constructed out of words (as Butler was quick to realise in Bodies that 

Matter [1993], in which she is more attentive to the materiality of bodies). Bodies 

are "material-semiotic generative nodes" (Haraway 1 991 b:200); they are fleshy 

yet rnetaphorical and dynamic. Bodies and embodied identities such as 

intersexuality arise out of interaction between the person and society. It is 

through this physical engagement with the world that they are shaped14. 

Consequently we should be attentive not only to the oppressiveness of words, 

which construct bodies. We must pay attention to acts and biologies, which can 

both constrain and liberate bodies. 

Terms such as 'woman', 'fernale' and 'body' can be oppressive if 

conceived of as static. There is thus a need for ferninist theory to look at the 



ways in which the body is lived (cf. Morris 1995). Individual and group agency 

risks being lost in the search for perfection in disembodiment. In an age where 

we may slip dangerously into a complete disregard of the corporeal body, and al1 

of the wonderful and terrible sensations we experience with and through it, there 

is a need to acknowiedge the fleshy body. Television programs such as "Star 

Trek" and "The X-Files" aptly pick up on this idea and though they do not tell us 

to eschew technology they warn us of its attendant risks. 

i .  "lt's Intersexed!": Negotiating Body1 Sedeender 

When I speak about bodies, 1 am referring always to sexed/gendered 

bodies. Yet gender. sex and bodies al1 pose epistemological problerns for me. 

The relevance of bodily pain in the narratives 1 have studied is always in relation 

to gender and sex. This is not because intersexuals are always only thinking and 

writing about gender. Intersex-identified people are individuals whose lives are 

dictated by much more than gender concerns. Thus when 1 Say that 1 speak of 

the body in terms of a sexed or gendered body, it is because the external power 

structures, which have initially named intersexed bodies (doctors, parents, and 

media), have tied intersexed bodies to genderkex. In naming a body 'intersexed' 

a doctor creates an immediate and persistent relationship betweeir the body and 

sex. In other words the 'intersexed body' exists as a type of body only in its 

relationship with sedgender. This problematic relationship, as will be seen 

l4 This is reminiscent of Bourdieu's 'habitus' and is discussed in chapter 5. 
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through my analysis of the narratives, remains intact throughout many 

intersexuals' [ives- 

Gender and sex are mostly interchangeable here as well. Judith Butler 

has aptly argued against the problematic distinction between sex and gender 

(Butler 1990: 10). Sexologists in the earlier half of the 1900's invented the terrn 

'gender' in order to account for the variably sexed bodies they were encountering 

in medical practice (Fausto-Sterling 2000). Gender was rneant to denote the 

social aspect of sex. In the context of sexology, gender was the social state in 

which an 'arnbiguously sexed' infant would be raised. Gender was fundarnentally 

different from 'sex', which represented the supposed biological reality of the 

child's body. Thus one could have a 'masculine' or 'feminine' gender and a 'male' 

or 'fernale' sex. Feminists found the creation of the terni gender to be quite 

promising as it opened up the possibility that gender, and therefore gender roles, 

are constructed (ibid .). This was a liberatory idea which promised to remove from 

women the burden of social expectations and opened up a whole new sphere of 

ways of being female. 

However, maintaining that only gender is constructed and that sex is 

sornehow a 'true' biological 'fact' is problematic. Biological sex is also a 

manifestation of structuring discourses (Butler 1990). By this reasoning, gender 

is a social construction, which makes sex seem true and fixed. By extension, sex 

is the social construction, which creates the possibility of having genders at al1 

(ibid.). Thus, sex and gender are both constructed entities. Speaking of them 



separately only serves to entrench the idea that 'sex' is sornehow more real. 1 

thus confiate the two in my thesis and speak of thern interchangeably. 15 

Vil. Cyborg Bodies 

My emphasis on narratives of intersexuality focuses on the social actors 

and their embodied experiences. 1 examine the ways in which the body, which is 

undeniabfy shaped by powerful structures, is experienced in daily Iife, and in 

extreme situations such as non-consensual genital surgery. I am not disputing 

that the sexed body cornes into existence through processes of power (Foucault 

1 978). I ndeed, 'performativity', the repetition of acts and words that !end sex 

apparent status as an objective, pre-discursive entity, is a helpful way to think 

about how gendered bodies become fixed into categories (Butler 1990). 

However, by using thk theoretical approach to understand bodies, the 

experiences of individuals living in bodies are obfuscated and we do not get a 

sense of lived experience. 

Performativity theorists who emphasise the liberatory potentiai of 

arnbiguity and disembodiment often fail to address particular experiences, such 

as pain, that accompany technological advances (cf. Morris 1995). In this 

feminist ethnography of ernbodiment 1 have focused on such particular 

experiences. Being carefui not to theorise the body as an unchanging ahistorical 

entity, I look for ways to think of the body as a dynamic-concrete entity. This 

- --- - 

15 When 1 quote my research participants' ideas, 1 use their own terms and definitions. 
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dynarnism lies in the mindful-body's charged interaction with the (internal-psychic 

and external) world. The body is concrete because of its organic components, 

but is doubly so because of the stories we tell which invoke and confirm that 

fleshy-ness. Writing the lived body, as in intersex body narratives, is an act (cf. 

de Certeau 1984) that is undeniably material. 

Yet the narratives I have recorded were found on the Internet, a space 

which is technological and undzniably 'virtual'. Hence, my search for the material 

body led me to examine the ways that boundaries between humans and 

machines are traversed. 

[The] cyborg myth is about transgressed boundaries, 
potent fusions, and dangerous possibilities which 
progressive people might explore as one part of 
needed political work. (Haraway 1991 a: 154) 

Intersexuals who participate in social interaction and political mobilisation on the 

lnternet are cyborgs of a particular kind. They breach the bounds between 

humans and technology through their encounters with medically prescribed 

surgeries and through their use of the lnternet as the vehicle for communication, 

activisrn and resistance. 

Medical treatment of intersexuality typically involves excising 'extraneous' 

genital organs and a rigorous regimen of hormonal injections to make the 

'abnormal' body appear 'normal'. Responses (not always resistant) to 

biomedicine on the lnternet consist of the construction of in-depth websites which 



define the conditions and suggest alternate ways of dealing with intersexua~ity.'~ 

'Intersexuality', is therefore not just a biomedical signifier of abnormality. It is also 

a category through which identity gets negotiated, "a condensed image of both 

imagination and material reality" (Haraway 1991a:150), a cyborg. It is a nodal 

point that marks the intersection between the historical construction of gender, 

biomedical advances in surgery and hormone therapies and community building 

on the Internet. 'Intersexuality' is at the centre of a virtual imagined community of 

intersexuals (cf. Anderson 1991). It is a (sometirnes) hopeful terrn used in 

imagining the possibility of a life without medical labelling and "correction". The 

material 'reality' is that the individuals I have interviewed (and whoçe stories 1 

have read on the Internet) are connected by their common experience of bodily 

and/or ernotional pain as a result of labelling and rnistreatment. 

Despite their stark social and geograp hic distances, intersex-identified 

people are connected to one another through a cornrnon context of struggle 

(Mohanty 1991) and more crucially-through fibre optic cables. Never before has 

such an identity politics and cornmunity building been possible. The Internet, or 

world wide web, has led to the rapid development of coalitions and networks 

amongst these geographically scattered people. Thus intersex-identified 

individuals transgress hurnan-technological boundaries through their active use 

of the lnternet to f om societiesI7 and to interact with one another. 

16 Both treamient of and resistance to intersexuality are dealt with thoroughly in later sections. 
" 1 use this term specifically in order to indicate the intersex-related organisation that has managed to 
secure the most academic and media attention (see Chapter 3 for more on this) on the Internet, the lntersex 
Society of North America. 



VIII. The Research 

The participants in my study have al1 posted persona1 stories on the 

lnternet as a means of communicating the problematic rnedical treatment they 

received. Their websites are directed to the general public, other intersexuals 

and the biomedical comrnunity. Email discussions occur mostly amongst 

intersexuals, a few academics and interested outsiders. My research focused 

almost exclusively on this communication and interaction in cyberspace. 1 used 

email to communicate with and interview participants, 1 participated in and 

observed listsew discussions and I read, and re-read, websites as they were 

created, changed and sornetimes elirninated. Thus cyberspace formed rny 

research 'site' (Escobar 1 994). 

During my fieldwork 1 'surfed' websites, participated in and observed the 

activities on email discussion groups. I distributed online email questionnaires 

and email-based intetviews and conducted two face to face interviews in 

Toronto. AI1 of the techniques of my fieldwork and my impressions of these 

methods are presented in Chapter 2 where I more fully explore 

cyberanthropology. 

"Intersex" websites were developed in order to create awareness, and 

change in medical practices cf what many people in my study consider to be 

cosmetic (rather than the euphemistic medical term 'corrective') genital surgery. 

These websites also serve as platforms for peer support and public education on 



intersexuality. The two key listservs that 1 participated in, 'Inter-act' and 

'GMSSNJ, were created as fora for discussion of 'intersex issues' (and 

18 
interaction) amongst intersexuals, acadernics, activists and physicians. Some 

of the issues involve: the politics of identifying as intersexed, defining 

intersexuaiity and who is considered intersexed (and who is not). lt also involves 

sharing common experiences and creating a ground for understanding, although 

sometimes these were places where miscomrnunication and conflict occurred. 
19 

1X. Summary 

The title of this chapter, lnter(net)sexuality, initially seems nonsensical. 

However, it combines the two central themes of rny study, intersexuality and the 

Internet, and is a useful explanatory tool. Inter(net)sexuality implies in between- 

ness and reflects the contingent nature of al1 of the ternis and states of being 1 

am tackling. 'InterJ suggests a state of being that is in between, a liminal state, 

which is structurally ambiguous (Turner 1967). The concept 'intersexuality' and 

the virtual space known as the Internet, both blur boundaries between the 

organic and the technological. However, neither of these terms actually 

represents sornething arnbiguous. lntersexuality and the lnternet both invoke 

'' There is aIso another listserv which was off limits to anyone who is not an intersexual. 
l 9  Despite rny extensive participation on these listservs, most of the narratives you will read ahead corne 
fiom the websites and fiom email interviews 1 conducted. While everyone on the listservs knew that 1 am a 
researcher, 1 did not wish to risk having myself excluded or to affect the discussions by actuaHy conducting 
research on them. Hence, for any stories 1 gathered on the listservs, permission for the use of these stories 
was often granted months after the discussions occurred. 



sensate lived experience. Hence they are both lirninal only in their transgression 

of boundaries. 

As I demonstrate in Chapter 2, the communities 1 have exarnined are not 

bounded in the way that traditional ethnographic spaces have been (Clifford 

1997; Passaro 1997). Cyberspace is lirninal space. It is neither real, in the sense 

that I went 'somewhere' to conduct rny fieldwork, nor is cyberspace virtual, in the 

sense that I studied actual people who have experienced very real things and are 

expressing them on the fnternet. 

lntersexuals have historically been thought of as lirninai or between two 

sexes (and are still seen as such despite many intersex activists who oppose this 

designation). In this text as well, intersexuals are liminal but not for genital or 

morphological reasons. Rather they are liminal because they transgress several 

boundaries: between academic theories and lay perceptions of the body; 

between organic, uncut bodies and cornpulsory surgicaf and hormonal 

'correction'; and finally between the organic and technological on the lnternet 

where intersex-identified people have gathered. 

The terni inter(net)sexuality mirrors these liminalities in its structure and 

indicates the formation of two different kinds of cyborgs: the anthropologist, who 

uses a 'virtual' medium to seek out real people,20 and the intersex-identified 

people who have created communities through their use of the Internet. 

Although intersex body narratives often Vary frorn one another greatly they 

are unified by the cornmon themes of grappling with the surgeries, hormonal 



'therapies' and emotional states surrounding their diagnosis 'intersexuality'. They 

are also unified by their presence on the Internet. Through my analysis of the 

stories I argue that intersexed bodies are not more similar to other intersexed 

bodies than they are to 'normal' male and female bodies. Rather, it is through 

their common context of struggle that an 'intersexed body' has become a topic of 

study for me (cf. Mohanty 1991). 1 use the ideas expressed by my research 

participants to explore the rnarginalisation of the concrete body within recent 

feminist theories (Butler 1990). "Coming out" stories, and narratives of 

management and abjection (Chapters 3 and 4). in their evocation of agency 

through the body and text, thus provide me with a vehicle for developing a 

feminist ethnography of embodiment. 

There are voices in the intersex movement that have not been heard by 

academics who tend to study the most 'exotic' (read: radical, resistant) 

intersexuals. By focusing on issues such as the importance of genetics in 

detennining sex, the relevance of the term 'intersex', 'managing' with 

intersexuality and resistance versus non-resistance I have been able to include 

these voices. 

I will elaborate on this point in chapter 2. 



Chapter 2: Siting lnter(net)sexuality: Reflections on Methods 

In this chapter 1 describè and evaluate the rnethods used to gather the 

data for this study. 1 outline the research design and then move to a discussion of 

the issues which arose during fieldwork. This enables a discussion of the 

problematics and potential of fieldwork in cyberspace. 

In order to 'set the stage' for a description of rny fieldwork and to lay the 

foundation for my analysis of fieldwork in cyberspace 1 begin this chapter with a 

brief reflection on the "trope of arrival" (Abu-Lughod 1993). By mimicking the 

traditional ethnographic genre which begins with stories of travel, adventure, and 

culture shock I hope to bring into question forms of anthropological research 

which involve travel to distant ('exotic') places. 

"The AnthropologM" 

The Anthropologist lives in a pleasant middle-class neighbourt;ood, in a North 

American city known as Dullonto. She enters her apartment and goes straight to 

the bedroom, which doubles as her office. Flipping the 'on' switch on her 

cornputer, she muses to herselt "Gee, 1 don't feel like Margaret Mead yet. Oh 

well, be patient." She is still hopeful. The beeping sounds of her Pentiurn 3 (with 

17" SVGA monitor) turning on are comforting and familiar. Soon, she logs on to 

the Internet. The screen reads: "Dialing.. . Jerifying Username and 

Password.. ..Logging ont0 Network, Please wait". "Alright," she murmurs to 

herself, "let's get started". As she logs ont0 ernail there is trepidation, will they 



hate me on the listsew? WiII al1 the websites be the same as they were yesterday 

(al1 50 of them)? 

The mundane, yet addictive tasks of surfing the Net and checking email, 

things which she used to love, are now considered WORK. This is not the kind of 

work she envisioned as an undergraduate. It is not even considered real work by 

many of her colleagues. She doesnft have to worry about passports, visas, cost 

of travel, "down" tirne, jet lag, accommodations or "culture shock". No matter. 

She presses on, "Keep surfing-save that message-reply to that person". The 

Anthropologist continues to click her mouse button and tap, tap, taps at her 

keyboard despite the little voice that naggingly asks: "1s this IT? Is this 

FIELDWORK?" 

Thus we have my very own story of entering the Field. Al1 of the same 

doubts and insecurities that accornpany traditional fieldwork are there.. .Will 1 find 

anyone who is willing to talk to me? Will they accept me? Will I offend them? WiII 

1 represent them in a sensitive manner? Yet something is decidedly different 

about this story. There is no physical travel, none of the preparation such as 

passports, entry visas or accommodations to consider. There will be no culture 

shock as our Anthropologist enters her first email discussion group. It is just a 

story of the banal activity of entering one's office -a familiar space, and turning 

on one's cornputer-a familiar act for most North Americans. She does not know 



it yet, but the Anthropologist is going to experience something she did not 

anticipate: physicality and embodiment in virtual space. 

I have begun to touch on some key issues which I will return to later: a) 

fieldwork is usuaily made up of travel and unfarniliarity, b) it has physical, 

corporeal elements which we would not expect to be present in a study of 

cyberspace. In my fieldwork, quite unexpectedly, 1 experienced many things that 

are similar to traditional fieldwork. Yet, since I conducted fieldwork in cyberspace 

I experienced sorne inescapable differences. Thus I have begun to raise some of 

the tensions that I encountered when thinking about the theory behind rny 

methodology, something which must be done when conducting research in 

cyberspace. Bearing this in mind, allow me to describe what I did during rny 

fieldwork in cybewpace. 

II. Fieldwork Methods 

I began my study by familiarising rnyself with al1 available literature on 

intersexuality. This included reading academic literature, analysing medical texts, 

surveying the media' and searching the Internet. 1 knew that 1 would be basing 

rny research on those intersexuals whose activism involved the Internet, hence 1 

looked to the lnternet for a way to gain access to the cornmunity. I began by 

trying to locate Morgan Holmes, one of the ISNA activists and the founder of the 

Canadian branch of the lntersex Society. An lnternet search soon produced 

1 Newspapers and television (talk shows such as SaIIy Jessie Raphael, Oprah and Montel Williams) 



Morgan's email address. After rny initial introductory email to her, Morgan2 and I 

corresponded for a few weeks by ernail. I toid her about my desire to research 

the 'Intersex Movement', she told me she was not sure that there was such a 

thing to be studied. I persisted and eventually asked for her help to gain entry to 

a listsew known as Inter-act3. I had found my contact person, rny key informant- 

so familiar to more traditional anthropological fieldwork! 

This listsew, which I was a member of for several months, was a place 

where intersexuals, academics and other interested people discussed intersex 

 issue^.^ The Iist manager, Kiira,s approved my entry to the listserv after 1 

introduced rnyself to her by email. In my introduction 1 informed Kiira of my 

sensitivity to "infant genital mutilationn6 and told her that Morgan had told me 

about the list and had given me her ernail address. 1 gained entry irnrnediate!~ 

and began to receive messages from the list. I "lurked" for a day and then 

introduced rnyself to the entire list. i irnrnediately received friendly messages of 

' Then Ms Holmes, now Dr. Holmes. 
3 A listserv is an email discussion group, which many people may 'subscribe' to. These listservs are usually 
subject-oriented fora for discussion. Whereas individual people have persona1 email 'addresses', listservs 
have list addresses. Al1 email 'posted' to the listserv is sent to the Iist address and a11 subscribers receive al1 
messages sent to the list in their inboxes. For exarnple, on a fictitious list called "cyber-forum" al1 messages 
are sent to cyber-fomm@,unbc.ca. The f i s t  part of the title denotes the narne of the list, and the second part 
"@unbc.can means this list is run through the ISP (Internet Service Provider) at the University of  British 
Columbia, in Canada. 
' There was another listserv reserved for intersexuals only. 1 requested entry to this list as an observer, but 
was rejected. Some conversations on the list 1 was on were extensions of discussions on the intersex-only 
list. 

Many of rny participants requested that 1 use real names in the thesis. Since they are public figures whose 
personal stories are already in the public domain, they saw no need for the anonymity i offered. Unless 
otherwise specified al1 names are thus real names as f a .  as 1 know and as these indlviduals are known in the 
community. 

A problematic term used by some groups (such as the Intersex Society of North Arnerica), which may 
reinscribe the colonial discourse used in much human rights literature on Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) 
(Kaplan 1999). 



welcome from various list members. Eventually I asked questions of the k t ,  and 

responded when issues were being discussed. In this manner I began to actively 

engage with members of the community about issues such as surgery, gender 

identity and sexuality. I had begun my fieldwork in earnest. 

There were occasional misunderstandings and disagreements on this list, 

as would be the case in any other social situation involving human interaction. 1 

do not wish to dwell on these issues; however, I do want to point out that these 

discussions, which often carried over from the private (intersex-only) Iist, made it 

difficult for an outsider to understand certain topics of discussion. Many times I 

had to ask people what was going on and have histories and interpersonal 

disagreements explained. The narratives I analyse in later chapters ultimately do 

not come from this list but my participation on Inter-act greatly aided my 

perception of intersex issues and the rnovement. 

As my research continued, 1 met with Morgan Holmes in person a few 

times to discuss my research. Morgan helped me to better understand some of 

the issues that affect people who are diagnosed with and 'treated' for 

intersexuality. She also put me in contact with several key players in the 

movement. 

During the months of May-August 1999 1 'surfed the Net' for websites and 

stories about intersexuality. As I found new websites or entries in newsgroups 

which pertained to intersexuality I copied them ont0 disks and bookmarked them 

in my Netscape browser. In this rnanner I was able to get a comprehensive view 



of what materials were available on the Internet. This form of research requires 

organisation and meticulous tracking. There are many websites which touch on 

the various conditions related to intersexuality and on those sites there are 

usually several related pages (for a description of the websites see Chapter 3). 

Although the sheer amount of sites and stories is a bit overwhelming, I found the 

most valuable elements of rny research from them. Most of the narratives 1 

analyse in later chapters corne from the websites, which are the most concrete 

self-representations of intersex activists on the Internet. 

The websites consist of definitions of intersexuality and associated 

syndromes and information about how to get involved in activism. This activism 

consists of donating money to the organisations, suggesting alternate forrns of 

treatment for intersexuality, testimonials of rnedical treatment and personal 

histories. The stories are foms of activisrn since they encourage others to share 

and participate in the resistance to cultural prescriptions for gender and rnedical 

treatment modalities. 

After finding and bookmarking approximately thirty websites which refer to 

conditions related to intersexuality, I searched for the narnes of site 

administrators on 9 websites which were either connected to the central 

organisation ISNA or were linked in some way to individuals 1 had met on the 

listserv. Through an email to each of these people 1 introduced rny research 

topic and asked whether they would be interested in participating in it [Appendix 

A]. I asked whether they would be interested in filling out a preliminary 



questionnaire [Appendix B] and later participating in a live 'real time' online chat- 

interview with me. I received five consents to rny request and those saine five 

individuals filled out rny questionnaires. 

ARer this phase I analysed the results of the questionnaires and developed 

new questions for interviews. I began live chat intervirws in a program called ICQ 

[Appendix C, ICQ dialogue box]. The name of this program is not an acronyrn. 

lnstead if the word is read phonetically it means "1 seek you". It provides a way of 

meeting people on the lnternet for instant messaging and live chat. Instant 

messaging is where a person contacts another person by writing a short 

message and 'mailing' it to the other person. Both people must be online at the 

same time for the other person to receive the message. The second individual 

has the choice of whether to respond to the message or even to read it at all. In 

this way. instant messaging is similar to email, except that it is practically 

instantaneous and "live". The chatting facility on this network is done by 

invitation. One person asks the other, via an 'instant message', whether they 

would like to join a live chat. The other person can accept or decline. I have 

found this program relatively easy to use and thought it would be an ideal f o m  of 

live communication with my participants. 

However, for a variety of reasons some participants were uncomfortable 

with live chat. Some said that they were unsure of using the software and felt it 

would be too complicated to use. Others simply preferred to speak on the 

telephone, something which I couid not finance. 1 felt frustrated that people so 



adept at using the lnternet (they have their own webpages!) were so reluctant to 

use a simple program which was devised for the common lnternet user. Hence, 

after a negative experience with one participant who agreed to use ICQ I tried 

once more to use ICQ with another person, but despite her many efforts to ioad 

and run the program, she was unable to. At this point I abandoned ICQ. 

I turned instead to email 'interviews'. These are not real time interviews, 

however, and initially I thought the use of emaii instead of live chat would take 

away the conversationa1 aspect that ICQ would have given me. It did not. 

Basically I prepared for these interviews in the same way that I did for the live 

ICQ ones, by reading over questionnaire responses, deciding what I wanted to 

know more about, and formulating a few short questions to send to the person 

via email. They responded, and their answers usually led me to ask more 

questions. Often they would ask me questions such as: "Why is this relevant?" 

or, "Does this answer your research problem?" I asked questions and was open 

to being asked questions myself. I engaged, in other words, in email 

"conversations". Let me show you what I mean: 

Date: Mon, 05 Jul 1999 19:43: 12 +O200 
From: Donna S. 
To: Michal Nahman crnichaln@yorku.ca> 
Subject: on having (a) shadow(s) vs. casting a shadow 

Hi Michal, 

> > no, haven't corne across that one yet ... could you provide me the URL? 
> 
> oops, misplaced the URL, have to find it again, i think it was Turner 



> related 

ah ... there's quite large a group w/ various national branches which 
originated in Denmark ... rnaybe it was that one? 
******X-*******RX***********U********U************~**** 

Through a string of three emails, which were signifi-cantly longer than the portion I 

have snipped here, I was asked a question. responded, and then received 

another response7. 1 was having a conversation. The mode of interviewing was 

much more fluid than 1 could have imagined and continued until October 1999. In 

addition 1 met with another intersex activist whom I interviewed face to face in 

Toronto in July (her story is discussed at length in Chapter 3). 

III. Exarnining Cyberanthropology 

In this section I would like to rnake several related points: that cyberspace 

is the only place where this particular research project could have been 

conducted; that cyberspace is qualitatively different from 'real' space and 

reconfigures the notion of presence. proximity and reality in some interesting 

ways; and that, despite the previous point, cyberanthropology is similar to 

traditional anthropology in many ways. 

As discussed earlier, one connection between intersexuaiity and the 

lnternet is that they are both lirninal and bridge the bounds between the material 

world and some other, ambiguous, discursive world. The lnternet is considered 

liminal because it is both "somewhere and nowhere" (Robin 1995). both real and 

virtual. 

The >> marks indicate the oldest message in the string. 
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The lnternet has been touted as a new frontier, sornething which will 

forever change society as we know it. 1 disagree with this somewhat overarching 

idea (cf. lnterrogate the lnternet 1996). A few of my research participants pointed 

out that lnternet does not provide them with a 'safe space'. Some feel that the 

lnternet is no different than any other interaction. lndividuals in my study contest 

the idea that they have complete freedom to express themselves in cyberspaces. 

Censorship by list managers was not uncornmon. Mistrust and betrayal 

rnanifested themselves amongst my research participants just as it would have in 

'real' Iife. 

Nevertheless I do not dispute that the lnternet is a new and valuable mode 

for communication and interaction. The lnternet made rny research project 

possible in two ways. First, the intersex cornrnunities would not have developed 

as rapidly or as widely without the spread of the Internet. lntersex websites 

originate in Japan, Germany, Sweden, South Africa, New Zealand, the UK, the 

US and Canada. Al1 of this happened between the early 1990's and 2000. My 

'fieldsite' exisls only on the Internet. Second, on a graduate student's budget, I 

could not have afforded to fly to al1 of those places where intersex societies have 

sprung up. Since they have such a strong presence on the lnternet it made the 

most sense to pursue my research there. Hence, while it is not an entirely 'new 

frontier', the lnternet is certainly opening up new possibilities for social 

mobilisation and research. 



The lnternet is both real and virtual. At first I experienced cyberspace as 

very different from 'real' space. As 1 mentioned earlier 1 did not get to travel 

anywhere, I did not have to secure special documents for travel and exchange 

currencies, and finally I did not experience "culture shock". Further, during 

interviews 1 was not able to read peoples' body language and this changed the 

experience to sorne degree. When 1 would receive ambiguous messages, 1 often 

could not discern the intent of the writer. And, in one case, messages 1 sent were 

misinterpreted. When 1 was able to interview people face-to-face, the differences 

were immense. I enjoyed the face-to-face interviews so much more than the 

lnternet interviews because they gave me a fuller sense for the individuals I 

spoke to. I do not think that this difference is something quantifiable, it is just a 

different sensation to sit face-to-face with another person and talk to them. This 

is especially so for people who have experienced trauma and are relaying that 

trauma to the researcher. Asking someone about their experience of 

intersexuality is asking them to expose themselves to the researcher. 1 was much 

more cornfortable doing this in person, as it allowed me to assess whether the 

person was in distress. Thus, text-based lnternet communication leaves greater 

room for misunderstanding than does face-to-face communication. Internet- 

based research does not allow the researcher to defuse potentially volatile 

situations when we do not have bodies in front of us from which we can read 

signs of anger or happiness.' 

8 In the emaiI lexicon there are emoticons, such as :) (happy), :( (sad), >:I (angry), >:-) (tickster), which 
convey emotion, but obviousty these are more limited ways of expressing emotion. 



The lnternet is similar to 'real life' in many ways. Cyberspace is always in 

flux. In any form of social research it would be a mistake to assume that the 

fieldsite is an unchanging place. When one is researching lnternet websites this 

becomes particularly clear. The websites I investigated changed, disappeared 

and were copyrighted throughout the months of my research. The website based 

in Japan, for instance, Hijra Nipon, which was available during my pre-fieldwork 

phase, was gone during my fieldwork phase. No one I communicated with knew 

where the site had disappeared to (an interesting phrase, since websites which 

disappear, simply dis-appear. They no longer appear. They do not disappear "ton 

anywhere e~se ) .~  This made researching websites a little unpredictable. I later 

learned to Save al1 the websites ont0 my hard drive so that precious information 

that 1 wished to analyse was nct lost. This disappearance, change and 

emergence of new websites demonstrates the ever-changing nature of the Net. 

You cannot know from one day to the next if your fieldsite will be there or not. 

This can be a very frustrating situation, making the lnternet an unreliable primary 

research site. On the other hand, if the lnternet were unchanging, it wouId in fact 

be less sirnilar to 'real', offline social situations. 

Thus I argue that, in ternis of fiuctuations and shifis in perspectives and 

locations, the lnternet is no different from other face-to-face fieldsites. 1 often 

could not locate a website that I had been visiting regularly in my research. This 

was the result of perhaps a change in lnternet sewers, an amalgamation or 

separation of websites. Once a website's particular location on the lntemet 

Incidentally, at the time of printing up this thesis the Hijra Nipon website was back onlhe. 
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changes that site can no longer be found at its previous address. Notes must be 

taken diligently, and one must not rnake the rnistake I made in my early phases 

of assuming that what I was reading today would be there in the same format 

tomorrow. Some particularly savvy webmasters know to keep the old web- 

address and have people redirected to the new site automaticaIly. However, 

when this was not the case I would have to ask around on the Iistserv or by 

communicating with people by back-channeP 

Other sites which had been interesting in their original form changed as 

their author's perspective and ideas shifted throughout time. This can be seen 

with the German-based GMSSN (Genital Mutilation Survivors' Support Network) 

which later became EZKU (not an acronym), an online journal. This journal 

differs frorn the original GMSSN site in that it does not deal soleIy with 

intersexuality but rather with transsexual issues and childhood and adolescent 

truamatization related to sex and genderH as well. 

In this way, GMSSN's shift to EZKU dernonstrates how the lnternet 

changes with people's Iives and identifications. It aIso shows something 

interesting about the intersex rnovement: In many list discussions I observed 

1 O There is a whoIe siew of listserv etiquette mies that one must observe. One of the finer points, which 1 
find many people stiI1 do not pay enough attention to, is backchanneling. This siniply means emailing 
someone directly instead of sending a message to the entire listserv by mailing a query to the list address. 
When one wants to ask a personal question which is not directly relevant to the topic(s) being discussed on 
the listserv, one backchannels an individual who might have an answer to the question. When peopIe do not 
follow this rule it can be very annoying to the rest of the members on the list as they are used to getting a 
high volume of emails everyday and do not need to be listening to conversations which do not interest 
them. 
" This is an interesting shift in focus. Some conversations 1 observed on the Iistserv involved negotiation of 
the 'problern' that some transsexuals were claiming to be intersexuaIs. Sorne intersex activists rejected the 
use of intersexuaIity to strengthen the argument of transgendered for sex change operations. The 



there was a concern that transsexuals were CO-opting the term 'intersexual' or 

'hermaphrodite' to refer to themselves. Using the biological term intersexual, 

these individuais gain legitimacy for their 'confused' gender identity.12 Some 

individuais i communicated with did not approve of the terni intersex being co- 

opted by transgendered people who were not 'reallyl intersexed. As I will discuss 

at great length in Chapters 3 and 4, these individuals give primacy to biological 

definitions of sex and the body in unexpected ways. For now, I shall focus on the 

fact that the combining of intersex and transsexual politics was not acceptable to 

many people 1 communicated with early in my research. Later, as things changed 

and GMSSN shifted to EZKU, l saw, from some individuaIs, a shift away frorn 

identity politics and towards the kind of inclusiveness found on EZKU. 

Early on in my fieldwork 1 had an extensive interaction which led me, in a 

very concrete sense, to realise how similar Internet-based research is to real life 

and how different it can be. This interaction summarises the constraints of 

fieldwork in cyberspace. I cannot discuss this series of interactions at length 

because of my code of ethics and because of a promise 1 made to the individual 

who asked to be removed from my research. This series of interactions, which 

continues to affect me, speaks to the real consequences of research in 

cyberspace. Allow me to briefly remark on the negative (embodied) sensations i 

Intersex activists felt it was taking away from their identity politics to have transsexuals 'falsely' daim a 
biological basis for their sex change. 
l2 This has been exemplified in a recent film, "Boys Don't Cry", where the main character Brandon Teena 
(played by Hilary Swank), who was born looking like a female, feels, acts and dresses like a young man. At 
one point in the film, when trying to justiQ her 'deception' to a partner who has seen his breasts, Brandon 
asserts, "I'm a hermaphrodite, 1 have both." 



experienced during this interaction. I felt hurt and occasionally cried when these 

interactions transpired because of feelings of betrayal. I could not approach my 

cornputer without feeling tense. My workspace was physically unchanged but it 

had sornehow been transformed into an intimidating place. This made me realise 

that "[o]n the Net proximity takes on new meaning" (Gilbert 1996:126). Research 

in cyberspace changes the boundaries between the researcher and the 

participants. Research subjects are, in effed, in the researcher's presence al1 the 

time in the fom of ernail messages. AI1 of this occurs in the form of words and 

digital signais exchanged in virtual space. Yet the consequences can be quite 

material. Tears, sweat, laughter and nausea, things we expect from traditional 

fieldwork, occur as well in oneine research. 

I firmly believe that this series of interactions could have been neutralised 

in face-to-face contact. I would have seen the early signs of distrust, anger or 

fear and could have thus rnitigated them by backing away from the research 

politely and gently. On the lnternet however, my gentle remarks could have been 

perceived as condescending, curt or any nurnber of things. At least in person to 

person eye contact, a hug, or a reassuring srnile could have helped to alleviate 

misunderstanding. I was deeply affected by this series of interactions which 

highlight some of the piffalls of cyberanthropology. 



fV. Summary 

My research, which involved working in online and offline spaces, required 

a rethinking of my expectations of fieldwork. Sure, 1 would not experience the 

thrill of geographic travel or the struggle of learning the manners and customs of 

a different society. Yet, I still experienced fieldwork in a very real sense. The 

research progressed along a similar trajectory as traditional fieldwork. 1 

conducted prelirninary research and then found my key 'informant'. Soon I gained 

entry to the communities and, after stumbling over rnatters of cultural etiquette 

(for example, which terms people preferred: intersexual, intersexed or intersex), 

becarne an accepted temporary, adopted member of the group. The fieldsites 

themselves shifted and disappeared which is uncommon in traditional fieldwork 

that is fixed 'in' places but not as uncornmon in research in contemporary cities or 

with migratory people (Clifford 1997). As with traditional fieldwork, people were 

both welcoming and guarded. As I learned the different perspectives people held 

1 could more easily position rnyself to interact in a respectful manner. Despite a 

few bumps along the way, this field research enabled me to collect intersex body 

narratives from the medium in which they were first created and in an innovative 

manner that could not have been done prior to the advent of computer mediated 

communication technologies. 



Chapter Three: Re-evaluating the Feminist Quest for Resistance 

Anne Fausto-Sterling, who anticipated the intersex movernent with her 

cogent critique of the social construction of gender (Fausto-Sterling 1993), urges 

ferninists who study gender and technology to "ferret out the points of resistance" 

(Fausto-Sterling 2000:77). That is, instead of merely studying how gender and 

technology become oppressive structures, Fausto-SterIing encourages us to 

seek out those who resist or use technoiogy in new and empowering ways. 

However, in a feminist search for agency among the oppressed one risks over- 

attributing resistance to individuals and groups who are not necessarily (always) 

reçisting (Abu-Lughod 1990). This does not mean that resistance is irrelevant; 

rather, based on my research of the intersex movernent, I have found that we 

must try to be more holistic and search, as well, for points of "pragmatisrn" (Lock 

and Kaufert 1998). That is, we must discuss the fullness and complexity of 

ambivalent relationships between people and technology. 

Although their presence on the lnternet points to intersexuals' desire to 

connect with others and re-think medical treatment, not aII intersex-related 

organisations and people are resistant. ln fact, while the Intersex Society of North 

America (ISNA) and other groups have the eradication of 'heteronorrnativity' as 

their primary goal, many groups I encountered in my research did not express 

such blatant activism. Some groups provide peer support and advice to affected 



individuals and their families. They also develop suggestions for altering medical 

practices. 

In addition, even individuals who argue that sexual dimorphism is an 

oppressive social construction do not think about their intersexuality on a daily 

basis. The perspectives within the intersex societies are endlessly shifting and 

contingent. Thus not only it is interesting to study the seemingly less 

transgressive elements of the larger movement, it is crucial to examine these in 

order to arrive at a more nuanced portrait of online intersex-identified people. 

In this chapter I introduce and analyse the websites of several 

organisations which form the intersex communities. 1 have chosen to focus my 

analysis on a few key websites despite the fact that there are many more sites in 

existence. 1 use these sites in particular because they are indicative of the variety 

of perspectives among intersex-identified people. After my discussion of the 

websites which make up the intersex 'movement', I then examine the particular 

voices within the 'movement'. In this more particular discussion I look at several 

different themes which arose in discussions and on websites. Some of these 

themes are: the relevance of knowing your sex chromosomes; the problems of 

gender identification; assertions of essential hermaphroditic bodies versus male 

or female bodies; and the different ways in which people tell stories of 

intersexuality. These exarnples indicate that while resistance is important to the 

intersex 'movernent', it is not a univocal resistance, nor is it the only relevant 

issue to be examined. Thus the first and second parts of the chapter are related 



by their common illumination of the multivocality of intersex-identified people on 

the Internet. 

1. The Many Facets of the lntersex 'Movernent' 

a. ISNA 

ISNA ( ~ . l S N A . o r q )  was founded in 1993 by Cheryl Chase, a woman 

who discovered at age twenty three that she had been diagnosed, in early 

childhood, as a 'true hermaphrodite' and had been surgically "corrected" at the 

age of eighteen months'. Chase founded ISNA initially as a peer support and 

education organisation, "formed by and for intersexuals", directed at halting the 

practice of early genital surgeries and opening up the possibility for the existence 

of people who are neither male nor fernale. 

In order to combat early, non-consensual genital surgeries ENA provides 

peer support through the lnternet by connecting its members with others who 

have had similar experiences. ISNA distributes the quarterly newsletter 

"Hermaphrodites with Attitude" (HWA) to its members and protests current 

intersex management protocols at conferences and in journals. ISNA has a clear 

non-interwentionist message, which leans heavily on the argument that gender 

and sex are social constructions and hence doctors should not tamper with 

bodies. ISNA's aim is to elirninate heteronormativity by asking that many different 

types of bodies be permitted to exist. 

ISNA's website has been a major conduit for connecting intersexuals. 

However, as a result of the different perspectives and experiences of intersex- 



identified people, many have split away from ISNA, choosing less radical2 

perspectives or equally radical but varied perspectives. Two of these groups, 

which I discuss later are: AISSG, which is airned less at recognition of gender 

variability and more at peer support, and EZKU, which focuses Iess on 

intersexuals as a distinct group and provides support for transsexual and 

intersexual survivors of traumatic medical and social experiences. 

i. The Website 

The ISNA  ornep page^ [Appendix E] begins with its mission statement: "To 

end sharne, secrecy, and unwanted genital surgeries for people born with 

atypical sex anatomy." There is a box at the top right hand corner where one may 

search for key words on any of the ISNA web pages. Next is a large blue banner 

stating "This web site is made possible by your donations. You don't have to be 

intersexed, you just have to care. Please support Our work bv ioininq us NOW!" 

This notice, and the search facility, are fairly new additions to the site. Next is a 

section called "News about ISNA and Intersexuality", containing hyperlinks4 to 

recent news stories pertaining to intersexuality and legislation or intersexuality 

and the media. When intersexuality appears in the news headiines the story 

generally appears in this section. As with many web sites today, there are 

' For more on Chase's personal history see Fausto-Sterling 2000 and Chase 1998. 
By 'radical' the people 1 interviewed mean socially radical. In other words, they do not actively support 

gay rights, although they do not genedly oppose thern. Further, ihey do not participate in overt 'activism' 
such as  attending and picketing at medical conferences like ISNA rnernbers do. 

That is the main page of the website. 
4 Words highlighted in blue or purple which may be 'clicked' on and which take you to another web page 
within the site. 



hyperlinks along the left side of the page, which take the viewer to different 

related pages. The hyperlinks on the ISNA web site are: About ENA (details on 

the organisation, its airns); What's new (anything newsworthy regarding 

intersexuality); Site rnap (listing al1 of the pages contained in the site; Join ISNA 

(on how to become a member); Shop online (purchasing ENA merchandise, 

such as T-shirts, teaching aids, videos); Books (new publications about 

intersexuality); Newsletter; Read Online (articles on the lnternet about 

intersexuality); Listen (audio recordings of various interviews); Recent 

Publications (articles and films); Bibliography; Press Releases; FAQ; On 

Treatment (ISNA's recommendations for treatment, an article by Alice Dreger, 

various other articles pertaining to treatrnent); On "Hermaphrodite" (a brief 

comment on why 'hermaphrodite' is an inappropriate term); Frequency; Legal; 

History; Espanol. 

The ISNA website has changed drastically over the 4 years that I have 

been Jogging ont0 it. It has gained a much more professional look with colourful 

logos, banners and handy links, al1 the marks of a 'good' website. These 

improvernents al1 point to the high profile of ISNA, which has received coverage 

in journal articles, conference presentations, documentaries and news reports. 

ISNA's website indicates a change in organisational ideology, as weIl. The 

earlier focus was on testimonials of rnedical mistreatment and self-discovery. 

ISNA presented itself as the first organisation and website by and for 

intersexuals. The main aim was to create awareness of intersexuality by 



presenting the testirnonials of adult intersexuals. They were portrayed as victims 

of an abusive medical system. Now the focus of the website has changed to 

prevention of early, non-consensual surgeries. The testirnonials are still present 

on the website but there has been a shift in ISNA from eking out an identity for 

intersexuals to instituting structural change in biomedical treatment protocols. 

Testimonials are still present but since the initial anger that was so apparent on 

the earlier version of this website has died down, as with other social 

rnovements, the focus has tumed to more practical matters. The aim of ENA 

from early on was to promote acceptance of the fact that intersexuals are normal, 

just neither male nor female. lnstead of damaging surgery, ISNA recomrnends 

that children be raised in a 'best guess' gender, be told about their condition and 

offereci psychological and peer support. Despite ISNA's support for alternatively 

gendered status, Chase warns against placing children at the centre of a gender 

war. In other words, ISNA which started out with vehement cries for medical 

refonn has now refined its approach without losing its activism. 

b. lntersex Voices-"The Website By and About Intersexed People" 

(ISVO) 

ISVO [Appendix FI appears first on ISNA's 'links' page. Closely tied to ISNA, 

it is run by Kiira Triea, an intersex-identified person in the United States. Kiira, 

who is politically active, asserts that 



lntersexuality is a "cultural disease" that is characterised as a bio- 
social emergency ... One becomes an intersexual when one is 
labelled an intersexual by this culture's medical caregivers. 

The homepage contains links to ISNA pages and has some hyperlinks to 

the writings of intersexuals. The testirnonials are primarily about medical 

mistreatment and 'corning out' stories (in which peopie talk about discovering 

their intersexuality). Despite the recognition that "intersexuality" is a medical 

invention, this website reclaims the term. As opposed to ISNA, ISVO writgrs 

assert that intersexuality is a unique sex of its own, neither male nor female. 

Further, as opposed to Fausto-Sterling's assertion that intersexuals literally 

embody both sexes (2000:8), ISVO's website states that "[ilntersexed people are 

not 'both sexes in one' but are a biological uniqueness of their own fom" 

(www.sonic. net/-cisae/) 

Whereas ISNA provides the definitions and suggestions for treatment. 

ISVO provides the testimonial Iiterature to back ISNA's clairns. This site is key to 

the movement as it allows readers to get a first hand impression of some intersex 

experiences. It also provides an interesting perspective on the two-sex model 

(Laqueur 1990). 

c. Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome Support Group (AISSG) 

The mother of a child with AIS started AISSG in 1988. Partially as a result 

of the distribution of its newsletter, ALIAS, the organisation established chapten 

in Europe and North America. The AISSG website credits the lnternet with 

helping to establish the organisation, 



The availability of emaii/lnternet/www has made an enormous 
difference to the development of groups iike ours and made the 
setting up of an international operation so much easier than it would 
otherwise have been. The first implementation of our web site, for 
example, was set up almost entirely via email. The UK publications 
editor wrote the text, did the page layout and generated the HTML 
(web) files then emailed them to a US group member who set them 
up as a web site on the medhelp server in the US. 
(www.medhelp.org/www/ais) 

AISSG's aim is to provide information and support to others with AIS and 

with related conditions such as 5-alpha reductase def~ciency.~ The homepage 

[Appendix G] powerfully illustrates the benefits gained from peer support. On the 

left hand side is a picture of abstract figures and shapes with a blue background. 

Underneath the picture is the caption, "Before meeting other AIS women". To the 

right is another picture with the same blue background, and two women sitting 

naked by the seaside. The first image is either a distortion of the second, or the 

second image is a clarification of the first. Under this second image is the 

caption, "...after meeting others, and a lot of talking". This website aims to help 

women with AIS begin to feel normal again. Many individuals did not know they 

had AIS until they reached adulthood, and so they had always thought of 

themselves more or less as 'normal' women. Diagnosis thus produces a state of 

confusion for many. As their personal stories attest, this confusion was alleviated 

by meeting others who have had similar experiences, and by finding AISSG. 

This is the medical term for "guevedoche" (see Chapter 1). 
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i. The Website 

As can be seen in Appendix G, the AISSG hornepage is informative and 

fairly cornprehensive. They have hyperlinks with detailed descriptions of 

Complete and Partial AIS (CAIS and PAIS), there are pages with testimonials, 

group history, information on various forrns of treatment and links to physicians 

who have experience with AIS patients. The page is also translated into several 

languages, thus allowing greater linguistic access. This page is not as direct 

about asking for donations as is the ISNA page, but it does list, at the very top of 

the page, its registered charity number. AISSG is not a forum for resistance. 

Rather, it provides support, information and suggestions for treatment such as 

vaginal (re)constriction (vaginoplasty) and hormone replacement therapy (HRT). 

The fact that it provides suggestions for treatment is relevant because this gives 

us insight into its ideology with respect to sexuality. This will be seen more clearly 

later. 

d. EZKU~ 

The EZKU website is run by Heike Boedeker, from Germany, who used to 

run the Genital Mutilation Survivors' Support Network website (which is no longer 

in existence). As opposed to GMSSN, EZKU is not a support network; rather, it is 

an online journal (the offline version of which dates back to 1981 -1 985) devoted 

to intersexual and transsexual traumatization issues. Through this website Heike 

has demonstrated dissatisfaction with the exclusion of transsexual issues frorn 



the intersex movement. The EZKU website contains Heike's life history. It 

focuses specifically on traurnatization caused by surgeries, hormone therapies 

and the mistreatment s/he received. I use Heike's cornments and hir7 online 

testirnonials in the next section where I compare the different intersex websites. 

e. CAH 

There are various websites devoted to CAH. Mostly these are places 

where parents discuss their children's diagnoses and debate methods of 

treatment. Despite the fact that CAH is the most common form of intersexuality, it 

should be noted that most of the ernails I read on CAH newsgroups did not refer 

to it as a fom of intersexuality. Other intersex websites, however, include CAH 

as one arnongst the 40 different 'disorders'. 

II. lntersex Movement? Some Similarities and Differences 

In this section I compare and contrast a few intersex-related websites and 

organizations in order to begin looking at the diversity of perspectives amongst 

intersexuals on the Internet. I am uncertain whether the online presence of 

intersexuals can be considered a movement. Some of my research participants 

believe quite strongly that there is an intersex rnovement. So do theorists such as 

Fausto-Sterling, Kessler and Kaplan. But when I examine the splits arnong 

people in online communication I realize that there may be intersex rnovements 

6 Heike, the webmaster of EZKU, told me that this word is the Basque term for 'handf. 
' This is a gender-neutral pronoun used by Heike in our communications. 



online, not a singular movement. There are indeed several groups who work 

towards change in different ways and with different agendas. Thus I use the terrn 

'movement' caustiously in order to show that there are people who see it as a 

unified movement, and that there may be several rnovernents. However, as I now 

demonstrate, the differences displayed online among intersex-identified people 

bring into question the idea of a unitary 'intersex movement'. 

The rnost obvious differences are between AlSSG and ISNA. These two 

organizations are supportive of one another, and each has a link to the other in 

their websites. First let me begin by comparing the websites thernselves. There 

are many structural similarities between these websites. For instance, both offer 

peer support, suggestions for treatrnent, and post testimonials. However, their 

respective ideological approaches are vastly different. First, the AlSSG does not 

offkially frame AIS as a form of 'intersexuality' and the term appears only in 

discussions posted on the website [Appendix Dl. Despite the fact that many 

authors and scientists include AIS under the umbrella of intersexuality, and that 

the website covers not only AIS but also other conditions involving non-standard 

genitals, AISSG does not overtly discuss intersexuality. 

l SNA focuses on developing a culturai acceptance of intersexuality. For 

them, intersexuality refers to any state of non-standard genitals. ISNA's approach 

is explicitly queer-oriented, partly evidenced by the organization's presence at 

Gay Pride celebrations and the alliances between ENA and other gay rights 

organizations (Chase 1998). Many of the narratives on the lSNA website, which 



corne from its newsletter Hermaphrodites With Attitude (HWA), explicitly discuss 

confusion about sexuality. 

Conversely, AISSG is not framed around sexuality and 'nghts'. Rather, it 

focuses on educating the public about AIS, discussing medical (rnis)rnanagernent 

and offering peer support. The organization does not represent itself as a place 

for alternately gendered people and does not deal with issues of sexuality. Nor 

do the members whose testimonials are on the AISSG website present 

themselves as anything other than heterosexual. In fact, rnany narratives of AIS 

women display an emphasis on their heterosexuality. 

For example, one woman who posted her testimonial on the AISSG 

website asserts her fernininity and, by extension, her heterosexuality: 

My husband said that it is silly to be concerned [about having AIS] 
because that if someone told him that he was really supposed to be 
a fernale when he was born, he woufd laugh because he enjoys ali 
the things that men enjoy. He sits on his couch watching football, 
he chews tobacco and passes gas as he pleases and he doesn't 
know any women who would do that. Of course, he made me laugh 
and I know that what he is trying to Say is that 1 look like a girl and 
feel like a girl and enjoy al1 the things that a girl enjoys and 
therefore 1 must be a girl -Crystal, www.medhelp.org/wwvdais (my 
italics) 

Crystal mates a correlation between sex, gender, gender role and 

heterosexuality. Looking, feeling and enjoying the things which girls 'do' is proof 

enough for Crystal that she is 'normal' despite her 'abnomaIg genetic condition. 

Other similar stories are found on the AlSSG website and indicate that their 

members are not necessarily 'transgender warriors' (Feinberg 1996). Rather, the 

emphasis of AlSSG is on looking and acting like 'nomal' women. Though some 



of thern might be transgressive, most of thern do not resist the heterosexual 

matrix which correlates body type with ways of acting and feeling [see Appendix 

Dl. Sorne intersexuals thus oppose the idea that their bodies are different from 

'nomaI1 bodies. 

Conversely, Heike's ernail signature file8 shows a radically different 

perspective and one which rejects the conclusions about normalcy that Crystal 

and her husband reached. Heike's signature reads: 

If 1 walk like a duck, look like a duck, quack Iike a duck, but still 
can't fly, chances are you're not exactly the greatest biologist who 
ever walked the surface of this Earth, and I am a penguin. 

For Heike, a functioning body is just as important or even more important than a 

body that can 'pass' for mate or fernale. Here we see a key difference amongst 

people in the rnovement. Sorne equate normafcy with function, others with 

appearance. 

AISSG refers to AIS as a genetic anomaly. While ISNA does not 

pathologise intersexuality and promotes the idea that a variety of gendered ways 

of being exist, many AISSG rnembers speak of AIS as a condition or an 

abnormality. On the AISSG website affected individuals are referred to as 

or wornen with AIS, not individuals who have non-standard geneticlgenita 

correlation. The notion that these people might be 'intersexual' is often 

people 

I 

downplayed in favour of discussions of rnedical mistreatment, the need for peer 

A signature is a text or graphic file which appears in ernail messages. It is relatively permanent, and 
appears in every message the individual sends, although, some people may change their signature files 
quite often. Generally the signature file contains the individuals narne, titie and contact addressltelephone 
number, often along with a farnous or humorous quotation. 



support or the desire for a stable heterosexual relationship. The discourse of 

AISSG is aimed at heterosexual women who engage in vaginal-penile 

penetrative sex. For example, when discussing partially formed vaginas in PAIS, 

the website states, "The upper third of the vagina is invariably missing, but the 

lower two-thirds may be fully developed and sufficient for intercourse." In a later 

section of this webpage there is a discussion of heterosexual intercourse 

amongst other options; however, the general impression 1 got from this webpage 

was that vaginoplasties or vaginal dilation techniques were the prirnary concerns 

(for heterosexual intercourse). Thus AlSSG uses medical discourse of 

incompleteness and 'correction' rather than acting in resistance to that discourse. 

By cornparison, ISNA objects to the biomedical discourse of abnorrnality 

and is aimed ai men, women, gender-neutral individuals, intersexuals and even 

hermaphrodites. None of these terms is framed as abnormal; rather it is the 

system of defining gender which is called into to question by ISNA. 

One of ISNA's mandates is to question the idea of enforced 

heterosexuality (Kessler 1998; Fausto-Sterling 2000; Holmes 1994). ISNA's 

suggestion that bodies and individuals should corne into themselves independent 

of medical intervention and its adamant condemnation of surgical practices 

signals the group's resistance to medical policies of treating intersexed bodies as 

medical emergencies. In ISNA's view, the only reason these bodies become in 

need of treatment is because they somehow violate the sanctity of heterosexuat 

social roles. A body which is not clearly male but acts like a man -by having sex 



with a wornan- seriously disrupts the heterosexual matrix (Butler 1990). ISNA 

works along these lines to alter the expectations that society has of differently 

configured bodies. For example, ISNA's newsletter, HWA, has numerous 

references to ISNA's presence at gay pride celebrations. Chase declares the 

close ties of her organisation to the developrnent of the American gay rights 

movement (Chase 1998: 190). ISNA clearly questions gender roles and 

normative sexuality on a variety of fronts. 

Even amongst the most vocal and radical of the intersex-activists, 

however, there is reluctance to make intersexuality seem like an all-consuming, 

daily struggle. After all, not al1 radical intersexuals feel oppressed and 

revohtionary on a daily basis. In fact, at least two individuals 1 cornrnunicated 

with chastised me for assurning that their daily Iives are spent dealing with the 

fact that they have been 'branded intersexed'. The following comrnents that 

Morgan i-folrnes made ernphasise my point: 

So, you know, I'm sitting here under my apple tree in my backyard 
and, when I'm picking raspberries, or mowing the grass, or, you 
know, trirnming the roses off my bush, or hitting golf balls with rny 
nine-iron, or apples as the case may be, I'rn not thinking "oh my 
god, I'm, like, an intersex person," and having some big crisis about 
it, right? But if you were to look on the lnternet sites about it, there's 
this totally reified victim identity, once and for all time. And, 1 think 
that you have to recognise that maybe people are most vocal when 
they first find out about it. And then, vocalising, protesting, dealing 
with it, allows you to corne to a place-or at least it has in my 
experience and in that of many people who I've now known over a 
number of years-that you don't have to talk about it so much any 
more. And in that sense it rnight be Iike going through puberty. 



Morgan clarified a point 1 had been considering for a while. So many of the 

people 1 interviewed did not seem like the pained, resistant individuals 1 had read 

about on the lnternet and in other texts. Since lnternet websites are more textual 

and, in that sense, static they do not allow for a view of the everyday reality of 

individuals. Even transgressive intersexuals maintain that resistance to the 

treatment of intersexuality is only one aspect of their lives and that, as Morgan 

continues, intersexuaiity is not, "more or less traumatic than anything else. It's 

just specifically traumatic, in its own kind of way." 

AISSG recognises the traumatic experiences that its rnembers endure in 

medical ofFices (they do not resist oppression based on gender and sex). As one 

member toId me, they are not "radical enoug h", they are "sirnply women living 

with a genetic defect". The point, for AISSG, is to provide emotional support for 

women who discover that their gonads have been removed without their 

knowledge or who have been subjected to dehumanizing medical treatment. It is 

also to heIp these women get information on hormone replacement therapy. 

Heterosexuality is supposedly not an issue for most of the AIS women on the 

website. One page even tries to defiect the correlation of queerness and AIS by 

stating that the rate for homosexuality is the same arnongst AIS women as it is 

for the 'nomal' female popuiation. 

Other groups have sirnilar ways of negotiating intersexuality. For instance, 

I read through countless messages in newsgroups and Iistservs about CAH, 

none of which used the word 'intersex'. AI1 of the messages were concerned with 



elirninating excessive hair and infertility. As well, the Kleinfelter's Syndrome 

website did not refer to gender ambiguity. Sexual dimorphism is unquestioned on 

this website. The online newsgroups and websites dealing with both CAH 

K[einfe!ter's Syndrome couch their discussions within the discourse of two 

genders and rnedical therapy. In these groups we do not see any radical 

renarning of 'ambiguous genitalia' to 'non-standard genitals' as is the case with 

ISNA, ISVO and EZKU. In their use of ihe term intersex and non-standard 

genitalia these latter groups are the exceptions and are in the minority. They 

should not be ignored, for they are accomplishing much needed cultural and 

political work. However, as I have demonstrated we must look to the other voices 

present in online communication about intersexuality. 

I I I .  Sallie: "Living in a world that expects you to be either male or female" 

Life history and testimonial are powerful tools which illustrate the voices of 

individuals who have been negiected or misrepresented in the social sciences 

(Stephen 1993). Despite the fact that some feminists insist upon representing the 

intersex movernent as monolithic and its members as perpetually resistant 

(Fausto-Sterling 2000; Kaplan 1999), rny interview with Sallie, a Canadian 

rnernber of AISSG, indicates that not al1 intersexuals resist in the same ways and 

that indeed the 'rnovement' is multivocal. While they may educate about 

intersexuality, some intersex-identified people do not resist gender assignment 

and biomedical treatment. 



Sallie's (here abbreviated) life history poignantly tells of a 59-year old 

woman who discovered she had AIS at the age of 23 and how she has coped 

with it. Her story involves issues such as an abusive husband and father, her 

career, finding out about AIS, and becoming dependent on a wheelchair (for non- 

AIS-related reasons). Many issues we spoke about were unrelated to 

intersexuality. lndeed many life factors such as spousal and parental abuse 

occurred before anyone even knew she had AIS. It is therefore relevant to retell 

Sallie's story as she told it to me, by contextualising her experiences of AIS 

within the details of the rest of her life. 

Sallie began her story thus: 

1 was born in the last month of the year 1940. To a mother who was 
almost 40 and to a father who was 40. And, they didn't realise this 
but I was going to be their second AIS child. They already had one, 
but they didn't realise it. And the first one was 17 years older. 
So, I must have looked perfectly normal-almost perfectly normal 
for a female. The gonads or testes were inguinal, so that there were 
Iittle burnps there. I'm not sure what they thought of that, or if they 
even noticed it, because I was born in a clinic and rny great uncle 
was the doctor who delivered me in his own clinic. So it was, you 
know, I don? know how much attention they paid to those things. 
But, 1 looked like a female. So that was that. There wasn't any real 
question about gender and, so I grew up as a little girl. I mean, 
that's al1 I've ever been was fernale, 1 don't know how to be 
anything else, other than what I've always been. 

I was actually surprised that Sallie began the interview by asserting that she is 

female and had always been female. From my reading of other websites until 

then I had gathered that most intersexuals did not identify with or support the 

two-gender systern, but here was an individual who clearly did. 



Sallie grew up in the Southern US and used to go kunting as a young girl 

(al1 girls hunted, as she told me, "lt's the South!") She remarked that she was 

quite taIl for a girl, not as taIl as her male cousins but taller than her femaIe 

cousins. She did not think this was strange, except that she would get teased. 

Often she wished she was a boy but not because she sornehow sensed her 

intersexuality. Rather, Sallie used to fantasise about hurting her father in an effort 

to retaliate against his sexual abuse of her. 

Eventually as she was growing up her inguinal lumps became more 

noticeable and uncornfortable. She visited a doctor since it hurt her to rün and 

jump. The physician was a local doctor in a little town in the southern US who 

had no idea what he was dealing with. He simply told her she had a problern and 

that she should not jump off high places or run too much. Sallie did not mind this, 

as it meant she got to sit out during physical education classes. There was some 

talk about hernia repair. However, Sallie's mother, an extrernely religious woman, 

assumed that if she prayed hard enough the hernias would go away, and surgery 

was never performed to remove the hernias. "So, that was that", 

Once she reached puberty and did not menstruate Sallie's mother became 

very concerned. Sallie realised it was abnormal that she did not rnenstruate and 

would pretend to (as do rnany young wornen who have AIS)'. In other respects 

' People with AIS do not menstruate because they are geneticalIy 'male1 and thus their reproductive 
systems, which do not develop as fully male, are nonetheless more biologically maIe. Hence, they develop 
testes and do not have a uterus or ovaries. Since rnost AIS individuals are raised as femaies they ofien 
experience serious confusion and trauma upon finding out that they are not 'really' female. This discovery 
generaily occurs around puberty when a girl is supposed to menstruate. Many of the women with AIS in 
my study becarne experts at hiding the fact that they do not menstruate. 



Sallie's body matured into that of a nomal wornan. She had full breast 

developrnent and a 'nice figure', with which she was cornfortable. Despite being 

unsure of what exactly was wrong with her, she did not think much about it. Her 

vagina was of suficient size for penetrative sex, so she did not have much cause 

for concern. 

Sallie got married at 18 years of age in order to get away from an abusive 

father. Unfortunately, her husband was abusive as well. He would aIso often 

sleep with other wornen. Again, since sex was not a problern from a physical 

point of view, Sallie did not think very much about her status as a woman and 

was happy with her body, which functioned well in al1 respects. Clearly her larger 

concerns were in her social, not biological world. 

When she was 23, however things began to happen which would change 

the way she viewed herseIf forever: 

My older sister at that point had decided that she wanted to get 
married, and she was in her 40s. So, she went to the doctor to see 
about having a vagina created because she was one of the AIS 
people who didn't have enough of a vagina to have normal sexual 
intercourse. She probably could have if she had, you know, she'd 
exercised it, you know with those various little things that they have 
to make the, to stretch the vagina. 

At times Sallie seemed uncornfortable talking about things related to sex. Things 

such as vaginal dilators used to expand constructed or 'too small' were a bit 

em barrassing to discuss. 

MICHAL: WAS SHE AWARE OF HER AIS THEN? 

No. She wasn't aware of it either. She knew there was sornething 
wrong with her but she didn't know what. So she goes to the 



specialist. At that point, she was at Syracuse University so she 
went to one of those specialists there at the Faculty of Medicine. He 
examined her, and the first thing he did, of course, was to see 
whether she was XX or XY. That was the first thing he found out. 
And she turned out to be XY, so he said "Do you have sisters?" 
And she said "1 have two." So he said "They had better be tested." 

So, both the other sister, who's seven years older than I am, and 
myself were tested. I had no idea what was going on. Nor did the 
doctors tell me, you know, it was in those days when doctors were 
God. And this was in the early 60s. So they did the tests and then 
called me up at work and said "you have a pre-cancerous condition 
and you're going to have to have surgery." (Laughs) Scared me half 
to death. 

So, anyway, they said "If you will just sign a few documents, we'll 
put you into the University of Alabama rnedical research centre," 
which at that time was brand new and very beautiful. "And you 
won't have to pay a thing. No charges at all." And, so, I thought that 
was a pretty good deal because I didnlt have very much health 
insurance. In the States, i fs a big problem. So, they put me in 
there-l signed these papers, not really realising what I was 
signing-and I was in there for two months. During which time I had 
the surgery and everything was removed, the gonads and any 
vestigial-whatever they found. 

It is crucial to note that Sallie felt perfectly cornfortable with her body prior to this 

encounter with surgeons. Despite the perceived risk of cancer that exists with the 

gonads of AIS women, Sallie and other AIS wornen would often rather take the 

risk of cancer in order to keep what they felt was a healthy and well functioning 

body prior to surgery (Speroff et aI. 1994). 

A*er a couple of months of "degrading" rnedical treatment Sallie was 

released from the hospital. When she asked the doctors what was wrong with 

her, or what she should tell people when they asked why she was unwell, she 

was told to Say she had a radical hysterectomy. This of course is impossible 



since she never had a uterus to begin with. Another doctor told her to Say that 

she had had a gonadectomy, which was true, except that the doctor did not 

explain any further and Sallie was left in the dark about her condition. However, 

she accepted what they told her. Despite the fact that her parents were educated 

people they also had no understanding of what was wrong with Sallie and her 

sister. Her sister pretended nothing was wrong and has rarely spoken to Sallie 

about the AIS. 

At that point she and her husband moved to the western United States. 

For almost a year after her surgery, Sallie was plagued with infections and 

interna1 bleeding. Sallie and her husband then moved to Canada, as her husband 

did not want to serve in the Vietnam War. In Canada, Sallie went to university to 

study education and library sciences, after which she taught business skitls at a 

college. While studying, Sallie resolved to find out what was really wrong with 

her: 

And 1 finally discovered it in a course 1 took called Human Zoology. 
And, uh, I found me. f ,  you know, I found the description. And it was 
quite devastating, of course. I was on my own and there was no 
one to support me. 1 told the only person that I couId talk to, at that 
point, about it, and that was the man 1 was rnarried to. And although 
he said it made no difference, that was kind of the end of the 
rnarriage. It was just as well, the marriage was over anyway, it was 
an unhealthy marriage. 

After her divorce, Sallie decided to become a nun. She had to get 

permission from the Vatican to become a nun because of her divorce. Sallie 

enjoyed being a nun, she explained to me, as it allowed her to avoid asking 

herseif difficult questions about her sexuality and it kept her safely away from 



men who had hurt her throughout her life. lmagining herself to be "as pious as St. 

Francis", Sallie gave away al1 of her personal belongings when she entered the 

convent. After about ten years, though, she realised that she was "just running 

away from life" and decided to return to secular life. Sallie, still a devout and 

practising Catholic, remains very active in her church. 

Once she found out that she had AIS, or what was then (terrifyingly) 

called, testicular feminisation, Saliie was angry, hurt and bitter. She had no one 

to talk to about it and could not allow herself to speak about it even when she 

had access to a psychiatrist, because of her upbringing: 

The closest thing I had to help [earlier] when I was in the University 
of Alabama research unit was a psychiatrist who came around 
every so often and tried to get me to talk about my sexual feelings. 
And for a young women from the Deep South in the, in the early 
1960s, you didn't talk to men about your, you didn't talk to anybody 
about your sexual feelings, much less sorne strange man-whether 
he was a doctor or not (laughs). 

Eventually she did realise that there were others who had this condition. 

"Corning out" stories, or stories which tell of finding the intersex movement 

and other AIS people are common to al1 the lnternet sites I researched. Almost 

every website I encountered spoke of how individuals found one another and 

how that affected their Iives. These stories also tell us crucial things about how 

gender is conceived, how resistance is negotiated and how far people are willing 

to go in order to connect with others. Here is Sallie's "coming out" story: 

Some years ago I was doing research for a doctor who wrote a 
weekly medical article for the local newspaper. And he did an 
article on, of al1 things, AIS. 1 think at that time they were still calling 
it, Testicular Ferninisation Syndrome. And so whenever he did an 



article he would give it back to me to edit. And then 1 would submit 
it to the paper for him. He would give me any correspondence so I 
could show hirn any that I thought would be of interest to hirn. He 
had a full-time medical practice as well so he didn't have time to do 
this. And, after he wrote this article he got several letters from 
people with AIS. And, one of them was  lice"-the woman who 
founded the rnovernent later in Toronto. And, at the time 1 wanted 
so rnuch to get in touch with her. But t didn't dare, because the 
Ietter was to hirn, this was persona1 and confidential. 1 mean, there 
was no way that 1 had the, the, you know, there would have been a 
breach of medical ethics, or sornething. So, 1 really just wished 1, 1 
could just, she sounded like such a nice person, she was 
disagreeing with some of the things he said in the article. But, later 1 
ended up actually getting to know her quite well. We're good friends 
now. 

But, how I found out was, there was an article in the Toronto Star- 
no, maybe it was in the Globe-1 can't remember now. But it was 
just an article on intersex conditions, and they gave the website for 
The lntersex Society, the one that's in California. The headquarters 
in California. And so 1 contactecl them. And said I'd Iike to join, I'd 
like to subscribe [to their ernail list and newsletter], so they wrote 
me back and said 1 needed to tell them my story, and when 1 told 
them my story they said "You're welcome to, to stay here. But 
there's also an AIS suppcrt group here in the States. And, here's 
the address for them." So 1 wrote to them and from that contact 
they directed me to [their Canadian representative] Alice, gave me 
her phone number. And 1 called her and we set up a meeting. And 
there were a few other people that she had been in touch with at 
that tirne who'd aIso gotten in touch with fier, 1 think through the 
Internet. And, so it grew from there. 
The intersex group that Morgan's put up, t was very much involved 
with that group here. We established The lntersex Society of 
Canada, and at the time we were setting things up 1 agreed to be 
the treasurer. So, my name is probably still on the bank account. 1 
don't know. 
I've fallen by the wayside as far as they're concerned. 1 find it hard 
to be (pause) radical. I'm just not that kind of person-it's hard for 
someone who grew up in the repressive South to ever break free, 1 
think. Uh, and to make a big noise. So, the kinds of things that the 
Intersex Society people do is a bit extreme for me. I'm not 
cornfortable with that. Like when they have dernonstrations, and 
unconventional things. You know, rnarch around in front of doctors 

-- 

1 O This is a pseudonym. 
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and that sort of thing. 1 rnean, that would terrify me. Sol although I 
still wish thern the best, I've just not been active in that group. I'm 
still on the mailing list, and every time they send out a general 
mailing 1 get a copy of it. And that's usually news articles or sorne 
news that applies to people-al1 intersex people. 
But as 1 said l'm very involved with the AIS support group, 1 was 
their secretary treasurer. Then once 1 ended up in a wheelchair a 
couple of years ago" 1 really couldn't manage the secretary part 
too well. We weren't having meetings anyway so now I'm just the 
treasurer. And welre not doing too much business because we 
don't get many donations anymore. For the first couple of years we 
got a lot of donations, there was a lot of banking to do and so forth. 
But, as Alice and I were discussing recently, so many people 
think-they rnake their initial contact with the group, they are very 
grateful that it's there, they want al1 this information about the 
condition, they send sorne money and support, they Say "Oh yes, i 
want to helpln and they fall by the wayside. And she said she didn't 
know if it was Our techniques of running a support group, or if it was 
simply the fact that after people get this initial information and a lot 
of their questions answered for the first time in their lives, they 
really just want to go on and live their !ives. So rnany of thern are 
married, and have adopted children, and so forth. The ones who 
remain the most interested are those who have AIS children. But 
once again, they're not really interested in being involved with the 
people who, like such as rnyself, someone who's much, much older 
than they are and certainiy older than their child or children. So it 
seerns to be hard to keep it going. It's not the kind of support group 
where people want to meet every week and get together every 
week and talk about things, because there's not a great deal to talk 
about. I mean, once you know what the situation is, you have to try 
to corne to terms with it some way, and then go on living your life in 
a world that expects you to be male or female. 
Sol for the majority of us who have complete AIS it's pretty easy to 
pass as a fernale, when that's al1 we know how to be. The people 
who have more serious problems are those who have partial AIS, 
that must be very difficult. 

Sol it was through the lnternet that al1 this started. But, 1 haven't 
really maintained those contacts the way 1 could have if I'd wanted 
to get involved. And I never had the money to go to any of these 
meetings that they had. Because Alice and the sorne of the others, 

Il Her confinement to the wheelchair is the result of a combination of nerve damage to her feet and legs, 
arthritis and osteoporosis. The latter cause is the only one which might be reIated to the rernoval of her 
estrogen-producing gonads. 



the other long-time rnembers in the AIS support group, ail went off 
to Seattle to this latest conference for AIS people. It's wonderful to 
go to a conference. But I've never been able to afford that, and now 
that I'm in the wheelchair it's so hard to travel. Even if 1 had the 
money I don't know if I'd want to try it. 

Thus, as Sallie showed me, intersex is experienced as one part of an entire life 

that is filled with a full range of happy, traumatic and mundane events and 

emotions. Finding out about intersexuality can be devastating, but for many 

people coping with the practicalities of surgeries. hormones and self-image is the 

primary focus. It is not necessanly a journey towards revolutionising the way we 

think about gender, as another woman said: 

I was raised fernale, look female, act fernale, dress female.. .see "F" 
under sex on my birth certificate, and am in every way a girl at 
heart. 
We didn't know I had AIS until I was 14. No reason to change 
something that was already perfectly fine. 

She does not search for a new way of conceiving of people such as herself. 

Sallie is more ambivalent. She told me that she would like categories of sex to be 

broader and at the same time she prefers not to be the one spearheading that 

change: 

Once 1 found out [about AIS] and was kind of left on my own. I just 
began to feel very much like a freak.. .. Because, I thought, well, 
you know, ifs not the way it's supposed to be. I'm supposed to be a 
man. And here I am definitely looking like a woman, and functioning 
like a woman. And, couldnJt possibly be a man if I wanted to 
because I'm totally insensitive-almost totally insensitive-to 
androgens. You could give me al1 the testosterone you wanted to 
and (laughing) it won7 do a thing. 

And, so, I've spent a lot of time-it's taken counselling, and prayer, 
and al1 kinds of stuff to try to work through this-and still, something 
witl corne along every so often, that kind of ... knocks me back a bit. 



And I have this feeling of: Oh, I'rn not really anything. I'rn neither 
one or the other, and there's no, so there's really no place for me. 
It's not like I'rn in a cuIture where, where they've tfied to make a 
place for a third gender. Thaf's rare enough in itself, but there's 
been no aftempt in our culture. So, al1 those things combined tend 
to make you feel odd. 

Sallie continued: 
it would oe wonderful, if there were some accepted place for us to 
be put. It's like when you read anything, you know, people Say: You 
either have to be a man or a woman, there's no other choice. And 
every time I read something like that, or hear something like that, or 
people Say something to me Iike, uh, "Oh you wornen, you're ail the 
same," uh, I think to myselt But that's not me. I'rn not the same. If 
these people who were saying this knew what they were saying 
they would know that you could be something besides male or 
female. And, you know, what is, what is a person who (sigh) is XY, 
and yet, insensitive to the very thing that will rnake them into a 
male. What is this person? Or does sorneone who's born with al1 
the other intersex conditions, exactly what are they? Because, 
they're really neither male or fernale. 

Just as experience is different for every individual so is the tendency 

toward social activism. For Sallie, her reticence toward publicly campaigning 

against the treatrnent of intersexuals rnay have been because she looks and acts 

Iike a normal fernale and additionally, according to Sallie, because of her 

geographic origin and age: 

We [women with AIS] tend to be very rnuch ferninine (chuckles) in 
our approach to things. It's hard for us to be, it's hard for AIS 
people to be radical, aggressive, to push for anything like the 
establishment of a third gender, because wetve been too well 
trained as females. We've al1 grown up as fernales, and we've been 
taught not to be aggressive, to be nice ladies, and it's really hard to 
change that. 

So many AIS women that I know want to get married and adopt 
children. And, so, they're not going to want to get out there and 
fight about something that is going to upset, maybe upset their 
children or cause their children to be called names at school or 



something. They want to pass as, as women, and Iive their [ives 
that way and not make too much noise and give support to one 
another, when they can, in ways that women normally do this. So 
it's very different. I think very different from people who've 
experienced real mutilation-or female castration, is what it 
amounts to-the kind of really terrible things they've had done to 
them, in an effort to make them look Iike either one or the other sex, 
and, uh, so that they can pass. That would be very different. That, 
I'm sure, would tend to make you much more radical, if you'd had 
your body, if you'd been mutilated and gone through.. . Especially if 
your parents were involved and the rest of your family knew, and 
that sort of thing, it would be very different. Many AIS people frorn 
my age group. and even for a number of years after me, their 
parents didn't even talk about it. Even if they were told, they didn't 
try to deal with it within the family. It was just ignored. And the 
parents didn't want to talk about it, didn't want to know about it. And 
many tirnes the parents did not know about it, as well as the 
patient. And, 1 don't, 1 really don't see that changing much, because 
there's such a strong desire to be just accepted as sornebody's 
wife, somebody's mother. So, what can you do? 

And, I'm certainly not someone who would be a good exarnple, 
because, you know I'm terrified of confrontation (laughs). So, I 
admire the intersex people who-sometirnes I think they go a bit 
far-but generally I admire a lot of the stuff they're doing. But, for 
myseif, I just watch. 

Sallie points out some crucial differences amongst intenex-identified people. She 

seems to view her surgeries and subsequent infections as less serious than the 

"mutilation" experienced by other intersexua~s.'~ As a result of this and of her age 

and upbringing she does not participate in "radical" social activism. While she is 

supportive of the kinds of change that other intersex people are pursuing, she 

simply feels cnable to participate in it. 

" For a cogent critique of ISNA's use of the term Infant Genital Mutilation (IGM) when referring to 
surgeries such as clitorodectomy see Kaplan 1999. Kaplan critiques ISNA's use of the tem, stating that 
they are CO-opting Eurocentric, colonialist discourses from feminist and hurnan rights FemaIe Genital 
Mutilation (FGM) literature. 



IV. Stepping In, Out and Around the Boxes 

Another area where there are divergences arnongst intersex-identified 

people on the Net is the topic of sex as an essential, or concrete, versus 

performative category. Some individuals privilege the essential body. Others 

criticise the notion of the body as concrete and assert that sex and gender are 

social constructions, which rnust then be altered. However, some interesting 

blurrings of boundaries occur between the essentialists and the social 

constructivists, which have significant political implications, and thus are worth 

exploring further. 

lnitially it seemed to me that the more radical or resistant people would 

assert the social constructionist perspective while the less resistant would not. 

The reasoning behind this is that the social construction of sex is a radical 

perspective that is not generally either known or accepted by the rnainstream. 

However, as we have begun to see with Sallie's case and in several instances, 

which I highlight below, these distinctions between the social constructionist and 

the objectivist, the radical and the less radical, get confused. 

The following listserv discussion and conversations about chromosomes 

led me to a provocative polemic: If society cornes to accept that sex is 

constructed, then sex-based oppression can be neutralised (by the logic that you 

cannot oppress people on the basis of a false category). By the same token, if 

sex really is just a construction, we (feminists and intersex activists) deny the 



importance that the concept of sex has for some people. We thus end up 

reinforcing oppression instead of mitigating it. 

a. D and Shellie 

The following conversation between D and shellie13 is about choosing to 

live in either sex category and 'transitioning' (through the aid of hormones and 

surgeries) from one to the other. D and Shellie are relatively "radical" individuais, 

who have both posted their persona1 stories on the Internet. They both agree that 

sex is a social construction and that medical practitioners who excised their 

unruly genitals were "sadistic" people who had no concern for the human factor 

of their patients. During this particular conversation they were discussing the very 

basic idea of the essential body versus discursive categories of male and female. 

The debate was about living in, out and between the categories of male and 

fernale. The conversation began as D announced that after years of living as an 

"intersexual female" she was now transitioning to 'present' as an "intersexual 

male": 

Hello Everyone, 
I'm "transitioning". .. I'm no longer going to present as an intersexual 
female. I'm presenting as an intersexual male. This decision was a 
process that happened over a number of years and now I'm ready 
to go ahead. I'm already "passing" in many situations. Surgeries 
are undesirable to me. As most of you know, I was surgically 
mutilated as an infant. [Sol I'rn going to begin testosterone. In my 
opinion, once a herrn, always a herm, and I'm glad. [But] I do feel 
that presenting as more male than female will now allow me to be 
more of who 1 am. I was assigned female at birth and socialised 
female (though it didn't quite take!). 

l 3  These are pseudonyms. 



This idea of being "more of who I am" draws attention to D's notion of a core 

identity. This is emphasised further when, tongue in cheek, sJhe says, "once a 

herm always a herm". D is resisting the previous gender assignrnent she 

received by "presenting" as male. She believes she is a 'hem' and yet she is 

choosing to present as male. It is ironic and interesting that D. who insists on the 

fact that sex is constructed and that surgeons did bad things to her body, would 

then assert a concrete gender identification. It dernonstrates once again that 

even transgressive individuals choose to live within the bounds of social 

structures rather than eradicate them. 

Shellie, who responds to D's ernail, also expresses frustration with her sex 

assignment. However, for her it is not a problem of being assigned the wrong sex 

so much as it is that she truly feels that neither one is appropriate. She states: 

I was [also mutilabd as an infant]. . . . [I was also assigned fernale. 
Mine didn't "take" either]. But I don7 feel like a man either. 1 wish 
"we", in our great diversity as herms, could just be recognized and 
accepted as what we are. *People* who don't fit the blue box or the 
pink box. You, D, sound like . . . . .transitiming.. . would be a way of 
being more truly yourself. So that is great, and I am glad you are 
going to do it. 1 would . . . much rather live outside eifher label, and 
be recognized that way by society. I think that here, in our huddles 
in cyberspace, we can do that in a limited way. (my italics) 

Shellie expresses the kind of resistance 1 had expected to find in the early 

months of rny fieldwork. She wishes people could reject both gender categories 

and express their diversity. She wishes to live outside the 'boxes' rather than in 

either the male, fernale or even intersexual one. 



This dialogue between D and Shellie is a good example of both resistance 

and non-resistance within the intersex movement As weil, it has helped me 

introduce in a more direct way, through narrative, the dialectic between 

performativity and materiality. In order to explore this further, 1 shall now look at 

what people said to me about chromosomes and intersex. 

b. Chromosomes 

Chromosomes? Dear reader, do you know yours? Or do you just 
suppose you had one or the other karyotype because you're the 
one or the other sex? As if karyotyping explained otherwise 
incomprehensible feelings and behaviours. Oh, the girl has a Y in a 
few of her cell lines at least, so either she is a boy (or half a boy ai 
least.. .or half a girl? or.. .), or a "biotrannie". 
Heike Boedeker (EZKU website14) 

Sex chromosomes are contested discursive sites for 'truth' daims. 

Discussions surrounding sex chromosomes highlight the tensions between 

performativity and materiality of bodies because they involve the negotiation of 

biomedical techniques and truths. In most cases, individuals with XY 

chromosomes becorne men and individuals with XX chromosomes becorne 

wornen. This biological reductionism, however, does not account for individuals 

who are born with chromosomes (genotype) that do not match their appearance 

(phenotype).15 Some of my research participants feel that sex chromosomes are 

'' Not currently available online in English. 
'' Genotype refers to one's genetic make-up. For example, 46XX is the 'normal' genotype for a woman, and 
46XY is the 'normal' genofype for a man, (46 refers to somatic, non-sex chromosomes). Phenotype refers to 
one's morphological structure. Thus a 'normal' female would have a uterus, ovaries, large breasts, labia, 
ditoris, vagina, etc. In cases of complete AIS, for example, genotype (46XY) does not match with 
phenotype (female). 



reductionist biological markers for 'true sex' which do not account for al1 of the 

other factors that form individuals' bodies, emotisns, behaviours and attitudes. 

Yet, various individuals and groups are invested in the biological 'truths' that 

chromosomes can provide. 

Having read ISNA's website 1 initially assumed that al1 intersexuals find 

genotype to be irrelevant. From reading ISNA's website one gets the impression 

that a11 intersex-identified people favour a social constructionist approach which 

sees the concrete, physical body as a product of discourses of power and 

therefore would abhor any reference to chromosomal sex assignment. However, 

for some people chromosomes are of paramount importance because they can 

substantiate claims about sex and claims against biomedical body tampering. 

Some intersex-identified people believe in the concept of 'true' sex, and 

chromosome testing because, as I will demonstrate, these tests grant legitimacy 

to their arguments against surgeries. Conversely, physicians have begun to 

downplay the value of chromosome testing, as Sallie told me: 

One of the endocrinologists I've helped over the years by talking to 
his medical students, says it's not genotype [that counts], it's 
phenotype. It's a11 that matters. 
So, as far as he's concerned there's no problem [with my AIS]. 
"You shouldn't even let it bother you. There's no problem." Of 
course, it does bother me. 

The physician Sallie is referring to believes that the only relevant factor in judging 

her sex is phenotype. 

The debates that focus on the relevance of sex chromosomes and the 

validity of chromosome tests raise the dilemma 1 discussed earlier: if sex is 



constructed, and therefore malleable, then physicians can 'correct' bodies and 

expect the successful socialisation of happy and healthy people.16 Yet, if intersex 

activists could prove that chromosomes are the true mark of biologieal sex, then 

potentially damaging surgeries coutd be prevented. Aliow me to explain. Early on 

in rny fieldwork I obsewed a series of discussions on the Inter-act listserv which 

illuminated the contested nature of chromosomes and chromosome testing for 

intersex-identified people. One individual asked another if slhe had had his/her 

chromosomes checked. The first person irnmediately hedged her question with 

the remark: "1 know that it makes absolutely no difference whatsoever, but.. . ". 

The person being asked was perturbed by the way the first individual had hedged 

her question, "Why do you Say that [it is irrelevant]?" The second person 

asserted that there is a large amount of research showing that genes actually do 

play an important rote in peoples' lives. This person added that negating the 

relevance of genes is what made it possible for John Money, the famed 

17 
sexologist, to surgically reassign many XY people as female. This brief 

interchange, which was mirrored in other conversations 1 participated in, is at the 

core of a debate among intersex-identified people on the Internet. This debate 

l6 For example, see the case of JoWJoan, foomote 17 this chapter. 
l7 One particdar example of Money's practice is the now-infmous case of JohdJoan. John was a 'normal' 
little boy whose penis was badly ablated during a routine hospital circumcision. As a result of the loss of 
much of the penis, Money and his colleagues decided that it was best for them to rernove the penis and 
testes completely and for the parents to raise him as a female. They claimed that genes have no bearing on 
an individual's social sedgender and that if reared as a girl Joan wouId accept the socialisation and become 
a normal woman. Al1 of the early studies pointed to the success of the experiment asserting that Joan played 
with girls' toys and Ioved wearing dresses. In truth John was seriously unhappy as a girl and once it was 
revealed to him that he had been born a boy he decided to live as a man, marry and have a penis 
reconstnrcted. Money's experiment was a dismal failure, just as his reassignment of countless intersexed 
infants was. For more on this story see Fausto-Sterling 2000; Colapinto 2000. 



surrounds the question of whether sex is constructed or whether it is a biological 

truth. While some individuals assert that sex is indeed an oppressive 

construction, others are not so sure of this. 

Despite how diffcult and painful it is to extract a genotype, there are sorne 

people who nonetheless desire to know their chromosornaI make-up. These are 

generally individuals who have been lied to by physicians to a great extent about 

their conditions, and whose medical records were lost or destroyed. They want to 

have their genotype revealed purely so that they may attain peace of mind in 

knowing the 'truth' about themselves. Shellie, who was surgically "rnutilated" at 

birth by a "sadistic surgeon", stated her wish thus: 

The doctors said that I was within the normal range for a biological 
female, and so they wouldn't do a more detailed chromosome 
analysis.. . So, unless 1 get a lot of rnoney to pay for a chromosome 
analysis, 1 will never know if 1 was indeed a true herm. 

By having a chromosome analysis to prove her intersexuality Sheilie hopes to get 

closure on unsettling childhood experiences. Thus, for some, chromosomes are 

a site for legitimacy claims in online comrnunities of intersexuals. 

Other people use chromosomes as proof of 'norrnalcy' and as a negation of 

intersexuality. For instance, I observed in countless online discussions amongst 

parents of XX girls with CAH, or with women who have CAH, how people 

ernphasise that their 'daughter' is perfectly normal despite her genital ambiguity. 

Yet, there are intersexuals who efface the relevance of their chromosomes 

in order to emphasise their 'normalcy'. One woman who was tormented by the 

discovery that she has AIS (and is therefore a chromosornal male) stated: 



Does God think I am a man because I am a genetic male? Should I 
be attracted to women? Why do 1 love pink and hate sports? ... My 
chromosome does not rnatter.. . What rnatters is my heart and my 
m ind . (www.medhelp.org/www/ais) 

This response is similar to that of Sallie's doctor who told her that only phenotype 

matters. Chromosomes are unimportant to this woman, because to her it is 

irrelevant what her genotype is if she feels like a woman and acts like a woman. 

For many AIS women chromosomes are seen as completeiy irrelevant. For them 

what matters is their socialisation and feminine appearance (despite genitals 

which might not be feminine in appearance). 

Hence chromosomes are not just markers of biological sex. They are also 

points of contention amongst intersex-identified people on the Internet. 

Chromosome analysis is potentially liberatory for some, but others see it as 

irrelevant and (possibly) socially damaging. Discussions about chromosomes are 

particularly interesting because they highlight the discursive and social 

construction of the sexed body while addressing the importance of corporeality. 

These discussions remind us of the cornplexity of expressions of embodiment. 

V. Summary 

As their stories illustrate, the intersex-movement is made up of very 

different people who have had very different reactions to similar experiences. 

The ISNA-led movement, which has had attention from feminists and the media, 

has done much to alter medical practice. However, ISNA is not representative of 

ail iniersexuals. Feminists would be remiss to study only ISNA and its resistance 



to biomedical practice. In between the poles of complete resistance to and 

acceptance of biomedical diagnosis and correction lie many different articulations 

of intersexuality and embodied experiences. 



Chapter Four: Ernbodiment on the Net, Managing Intersexuality 

Doctors view intersexuality as something that must be 'managed' and 

therefore intersexed genitals are excised and hormones are administered in 

order to neutralise the perceived medical ernergency. The treatrnents imposed 

on intersexual bodies can be damaging and traumatising: 

Unconsented surgery does not bequeth [sic] normalcy upon 
intersexed children - it replaces their sex organs with a physical and 
psychological scar.. . .a wound which is a constant reminder that 
they were too unacceptable to the people who they looked to for 
care and love and protection. Kiira Triea 1998, soc.motss 
(newsg ro u p) 

But, how do intersexuals deal with the ways they have been medically 

(mis)managed? In order to pariialiy answer this question, this chapter discusses 

'intersex management' from a new vantage point. In this chapter i present 

intersex body narratives in which bodies becorne 'abject', yet remain empowered. 

f analyse anecdotes and poetry which describe 'management' from the patient's 

eye-view. Thus this chapter is about narratives of embodiment. 

As I demonstrated in the previous chapter intersexuals are not 'naturally' 

transgressive. Rather intersexuality develops out of the constantly shifting zones 

of interaction between the individual and other social agents such as doctors, 

parents, media and support groups. In this sense 1 am describing intersex not as 



a state of being but as 'habitus'-a generative principle rnediated by interaction 

between the 'self and the 'objective conditions' of society (Bourdieu 1977)'. 

In its original incarnation habitus represented group-specific sets of 

dispositions: tastes, behaviours and attitudes. I wish to extend this definition to 

encompass gender as well. lntersexed bodies are not only the result of speech 

acts (cf. Butler 1990). Rather, as with Bourdieu's habitus, intersexuality is 

embodied and processual, something that is continually reinforced by and 

negotiated through interaction between the rnindful-body and social structures. 

The fleshy, sensate body interacts with the world to form intersexuals. 

Yet, Bourdieu's notion of habitus is problematic for me. Intersex-identified 

people do not "reproduce their worlds rnindlessty" as the social actors in 

Bourdieu's work seem to (Cornaroff 1985:5). lntersexuals who participate in 

online communication are aware of the ways in which their intersexuality has 

been inscribed. They dernonstrate this awareness through the texts I have 

presented here and through countless other email communications, websites, 

newsgroups, magazine articles and television appearances. Habitus is a limited 

concept, which nonetheless helps us to think about the body as a dynamic entity. 

The biological body, in its interactions with the (biomedical and social) 

world, reminds intersexed individuals of their status as 'different'. In this way the 

concept of habitus, which insists that there are objective conditions 'out there' (for 

example the concrete body) helps me to bring the embodirnent to the fore without 

I Habitus is a problematic concept in the way that Bourdieu formulated it. This is especially so because he 
had an idea of originary 'objective conditions' such as 'male' and 'fernale'. 1 wish to borrow the term 



fixing the body in a static explanatory framework that is either discursive or 

essentialist. 

1. (UnlRe)rnarking the Body or "my herrnaphroditic hair follicle" 

lntersexuals are created by physical and verbal acts which alrnost 

sirnultaneously mark, unmark and re-mark peoples' mindful-bodies. This is 

accomplished by a) physicians remarking that a body is 'abnormai' or 

'intersexed'; b) (un)marking it through biomedical techniques of erasure (Holmes 

1994); c) re-rnarking it as 'normaly-but-in-need-of-surveillance, and sending it off 

into the world. More precisely, when a child is born with non-standard genitals (to 

borrow ISNA's term) it is first labelled 'ambiguous'. ARer this iteration, which has 

made the body pathological, a series of hormonal, chromosomal, 'exploratory'l 

surgical tests are conducted to detemine the child's 'true' sex. Next a 

prescription for 'managing' the intersexual is given and the patient is sent home 

to deal with a tife filled with questions and often painful rnemories and bodily 

sensations. 

One of the results is vigilant self-surveillance of the body for signs of 

intersexuality. Marie, a woman with AIS stated in an online testimonial: 

I watched a girl in class bring in a magazine article and make fun of 
that "freak" and saw other kids twist their faces in horror as she 
described it. All the time, my face burned red and I tried not to cry. I 
looked in the mirror and thought I looked like a boy. I saw normal, 
microscopie hairs on my chin and thought I was masculinizing. 

- -  - -  

habitus and use it to help explain the construction of gender (an airn 1 am sure Bourdieu did not intend). 



One of my research participants commented to me (in a face to face meeting) 

that it takes great effort to look Iike a 'normal' fernale. She lias to wax her arms 

and brows, for instance. She argued that if she had just been born a 

chromosornal fernale she would be considered normal-but-hairy. However, since 

she is intersexed this hairiness is attributed to her 'condition'. At this point she 

indicated her arm and said with a wry srnile, "Look at rny hermaphroditic hair 

folliclen. lndeed we remarked that I l  a chrornosomal female, am just as hairy if not 

more so. The only reason she is so vigilant, and that she and others see her as 

abnomalIy hairy, is because of the diagnosis she received as a child. As with 

genetic North American fernales who discipline their "normal" bodies with 

routines such as facial hair bleaching and waxing 'unsightly' body hair, 

intersexuals police their doubly marked bodies for signs of unruliness. Thus, the 

cotlision between social attitudes about normalcy and medical diagnoses of 

intersexuality lead to the developrnent of routines of self-discipline. An 

intersexed body is formed through interaction between bodies, attitudes and 

techniques which simultaneously create and erase abnormality. 

Yet, intersexuals are also formed by the negotiation of those identities 

[see Appendix Dl. Medical diagnosis and (mis)treatment of intersexed bodies 

results in ambivalence about the the body and identity. For exarnple, in her 

online testimonial, Heike describes her feelings at the age of 15, stating that she 

could not identify as anything: 

1 can't be male, I can't not be male, 1 can't be female, I can't not be 
fernale, I can't be intersexed, 1 can't be not intersexed, i can't be 



transsexual, I can't be not transsexual.. . likewise, I canY have 
r'ships [sic] and I can't have no r'ships.. .sounds crazy, right? [Heike 
Boedeker, GMSSN website (no longer available online)] 

When she wrote this Heike was feeling rejected by various different comrnunities 

and found herself in a double bind. While others have constantly identified Heike 

as an intersexual, she sees herself as just as much a transsexual, or rather she 

is frustrated by the need ta identify as anything at all. 

Yet, another individual makes the passionate, proud assertion "1 am 

intersexed". Consider the excerpt of a poem written by Lee, who was once a 

contributor to the ISVO website and the GMSSN Iistserv (see frontispiece). 

In this poem, 'Intersex' is a complex identity. lt is a metaphor of bodily 

loss, and denotes the absence of the very characteristics that it is intended to 

represent. There are images of acts such as cutting and crying which are both 

discursive and concrete. When she larnents the loss of her penis, it is the 

doctor's physical reconfiguration of her body that is the issue for Lee, not only his 

proclamation that she presented "an interesting rnedical problem". Lee is also 

concerned with the pain and shame imposed upon her. The physician who 

excised the penis was motivated by cultural factors, but at the end of the day 

pieces of muscle and flesh, real entities no matter how one narnes them, were 

amputated from Lee's body. It is very difficult for the sympathetic researcher to 

refer to such painfui and emotionally charged acts, such as the cutting off of body 

parts, as though they were social metaphors. 



Amidst Lee's expression of pain there is an articulation of otherness, of 

being the abject. 'Abjection' generally indicates elements of the body which fa11 

away from it, "while. remaining irreducible to the subjectlobject and inside/outside 

oppositions" (Grosz 1994: 192). The abject retains qualities of both aspects of 

the aforementioned dichotomies but, "cannot be clearly identified with either" 

(ibid.). Hence, that which is abject is that which is part o f  and also not a parf of 

the body in question. In Lee's case the body being referred to is both the social 

body (Le. society, Hom 1994) and the 'normal' female or male body. Lee's body, 

having been marked as abnormal and intersexed, does not fit into either of the 

two gender categories and thus is deemed to be both outside and inside society. 

Yet Lee celebrates this abjection and ambiguity. Unlike some of the individuals 

that I described earlier, Lee is prepared to subvert the two-gender system. 

Lee's statement "you took myself from me", refers to the cutting off of the 

penis or the reconstruction of the vagina, the would-be markers of her intersexual 

identity. Lee laments the erasure of intersexuality (through the loss of such body 

parts as penis or vagina), but a i  the end adds that s/he is indeed intersexed. In 

this case intersexuality is a powerful referent to body parts that were once there. 

Lee's reference to being intersexed seems to be a reclaiming of the label 

which was initially imposed on her and a representation of the violence done to 

her body/self. Ambiguity of gender is not a problem for Lee. This celebration of 

intersex identity and ambiguity of gender while at the same time privileging the 

concrete, whole, uncut body is found in many intersex body narratives. 



Heike draws attention to this point as weil. She realises that privileging a 

concrete body contradicts her otherwise unessentialist tendencies. Yet as she 

says, "conceming intactness & integrity [of the body] 1 remain an essentialist. I 

believe that this is where 'authenticity' resides". Heike is asserting that the 

authentic body needs to be preserved in tight of the way she was mutilated as a 

child. She does not hold that her pre-surgical body (or her 'micro-penis') makes 

her more male than female. For her, there is no authenticity of sex reflected in 

the body. Rather, it is the psychic state of the individual which dictates sexuality 

and gender. Hence she says: 

M o u  know what? i'm a guy, too. i may be what Greer 
. . . acknowledges as a *failed* male, but my feelings and resultant 
behaviors ... contribute more to that than [the] micro-whatever i'm -- 
*A*L*A*S* . . . no longer possessed of. (original emp hasis) 

For her there is some originary character to the body, however defined. But 

gender and sexuality are no CO-extensive with the concrete, fleshy body. Thus 

gender, sexuality and the body need not be congruent. 

II. Narrating Medical (Mis)treatment 

One thing which most intersexuals I spoke to are not ambivalent about is 

the need for physicians to be sensitive to the humanity of their patients. The 

dehumanising treatment intersexuals receive in hospitals has been documented 

by academics but (with the exception of Holmes 1994) none have focused on the 

first hand accounts of these experiences. It must be noted that not al1 intersex- 

identified individuals were subjected to surgery and tests. Some individuals who 



were fortunate enough to escape surgery often do not feel close to the intersex 

movement which has been frarned by cornrnon experiences of trauma. 

Nonetheless, rnost of the people in my study were treated surgically and feel 

angry about how they were treated by the rnedical community. 

As with Lee, narratives of medical management of intersexuality are tales 

of abjection. In their stories they tell how they were lied to and degraded by 

medical procedures. This is how Eisa, a woman with AIS, describes her 

encounter with doctors: 

[Blecause of AIS I have seen and felt and experienced some things 
that no one else ever could, that no one else should ever have to. 
To be poked and prodded like a lab rat, stared at like you're from 
another planet and talked about Iike you're not in the room. 1 would 
not wish my Iife on anyone, even an enemy. I remember laying 
there, with rny feet in the stirrups. Holding the nurse's hand while 2 
or 3 men looked at me. I was just a child. 1 was so ashamed I 
turned rny head away and watched the trees outside, the squirrels 
playing. (www.medhelp.or~/www/ais) 

This often leads to a feeling that somefhing was very wrong with them and 

that they rnust be 'freaks'. SaIlie told me how devastated she was by all of the 

tests conducted on her. Here is how she described the medical treatment she 

received 'free of charge': 

1 had to go through a lot of other degrading things because I didn't 
realise I had signed a form that said they could do whatever they 
wanted. And, so, I had to have my pictures taken naked, you know. 
And every day, 1 had a whole troupe of medical students coming in 
and, in those days they were al1 male-in Alabama they were al1 
male- who got to poke and prod and look and (pause) it was 
pretty awful, very traumatic in its own way. And I had no idea what 
was wrong. 



She began to feel somehow outside of society, as though she did not fit in a!! of a 

sudden, although she had been fine in the past. Another woman with AIS, Marie, 

tells of how she began her journey of self-hatred and surveillance with a visit to 

the doctor to investigate 'hernias': 

1 rernember being in a small room, with the doctor and two or three 
med students. The doctor was smiling and being overly nice. 1 
stood naked in front of them at the age of six, as they starecl at me 
and the doctor felt me. The doctor was recording everything that 
was being said, including my unknowing, cheerful replies to al1 of 
his invading questions. Thinking about this now, 1 shudder with 
disgust. (www.medhelp.org/www/ais) 

In addition to their feelings about degrading physical treatrnent intersexuals 

express anger over being lied to by the medical profession. Crystal, who has AIS, 

states: 

1 was told that my ovaries had not developed properly due to cysts 
that covered them. I was told the cyst was not cancerous but that 
the ovaries had remained as babies' ovaries and that was why t 
had never developed hair in the usual places and never had a 
period. (ibid.) 

These lies further the process of abjection, making intersexuals feel that they are 

neither part of nor apart from normal society. 

When discussing chromosomes in her online testimonial Heike notes: 

At times I almost get the impression chromosomes 
have been invented by Zeta 2 Reticulean Aliens to 
have sornething to study during their torturous 
abductions. 

lntersexual bodies are fonned through experiences with and reactions to such 

procedures as the one described explained below which was used in the late 



1970s and early 1980s. Most of the individuals in my study who have had their 

chromosomes tested would have experienced something similar to this practice: 

So, one day the nurses came to get me in the hospital, and they 
Say (puts on accent): "Okay, we're going to go visit the Doctor. La, 
la, la, down the hall we go." ...(p uts on accent): "Hi, I'm Dr. Bob. 
We're just going to do some little tests." And, he had this thing, that 
looked kind of like a hole-puncher, sorne kind of weird, elaborate 
stainless-steel hole-puncher,-kind of Iike the ones you'd use, just 
a single hole, in public school. Now, what he did with it, was put it 
on my arrn, and yanked an enormous wonk of skin out. 1 would Say 
that it was about that big (measures about two to three centimetres 
between her thumb and forefinger). Deep and round. Of course, 1 
screamed and cried-and cried and cried. And he said: "Yeah, 1 
don't have very rnany friends." 

And he said to me that they were going to take my skin and 
grow it in case I needed a skin graft. Now that may have been 
true-at least in part. But, its real purpose was for the karyotype. 
They used the skin-I have this in my file- to search 100 different 
cells looking for a Y, that may have been translocated sornehow, 
because they weren't happy with the bfoodwork, and they weren't 
happy with the buccal smear, which is when they take the cells off 
your cheek. And, -the reason that they weren't happy with the 
buccal smear is that it was much too low for a normal fernale. 
(Morgan Holmes July 1999) 

Chromosome testing is painful, and although doctors do not ernploy it unless they 

absolutely deem it necessary, the results can be devastating. 

lntersex body narratives reveal that disparate people have had strikingly 

similar experiences with biornedicine and the rest of society. People, interacting 

with other bodies and with techniques of biornedicine, are shaped in particular 

ways throug h these interactions. 



lil. "lt's easier to make a hole than build a pole" 

Biomedical (mis)management of intersexuality has the peculiar tendency 

to rnake rnost intersexed babies, even those with XY chromosomes, into femates 

(Kessler 1998; also something rnany research participants commented on). This 

is the case because rnany doctors govern their cases with the idea (quoted by 

Hendricks 1993) that it is easier to construct a cosmetically-correct vagina and 

clitoris than it is to make a funcfional penis. The sexes becorne reduced to their 

genitalia, and females are doubly disadvantaged. While male genitals are 

expected to function wefl, females' genitalia are measured by appearance. In 

either case, my research participants al1 claim dissatisfaction with the treatment 

rendered. Males with hyspoadial surgery report a very high incidence of infection 

and painful scarring. Females report "phantom genitalsn- the sensation that 

something which used to be there is missing. 

The staternent "ifs easier to make a hole than build a pole" (said by Dr. 

Gearhart, quoted in Hendricks 1993), while discursive, has many materiai 

implications. lntersexual bodies are formed by physicians who first name them 

and then physically alter thern. These bodies continue to be shaped through their 

interaction with peers, family members and medical clinicians. Sorne individuals 

reclairn the term intersexuality as a positive identity. Yet, for others intersexuality 

is soiely a reminder of stigmatisation and pain. It is therefore the intersection of 

emotional, biological, technological and verbal factors which make 'intersexuals' 

out of 'people'. 



Chapter Five: lntersex Pragrnatics, Conclusions 

The individuals who participated in rny study were al1 diagnosed as 

intersexed. As this thesis shows, how they responded to this diagnosis is 

dependent upon rnany factors such as persona1 histories and the type of 

condition with which they were diagnosed. However, their encounters with similar 

medical techniques such as surgery and hormonal therapies, as well as 

repeated, invasive medical exams, led to similar responses such as depression, 

degradation and sometimes pride. These responses have heIped to create 

comrnunity/ies among intersexuals in online communication, filled with alliances, 

splits and marginal individuals. 

Theorists who have chosen to study intersexuality have represented this 

cornrnunity of intersexuals as unified and resistant. White these studies often 

portray them as radical, resistant and unified, the intersex-identified people 

whose stories 1 collected are more than that. They are pragmatic, sometimes 

resisting, sornetimes negotiating in less overt ways. Some individuals choose to 

represent themselves as radical and resistant, other choose not to. Lee proudly 

asserts "1 am your other, i am intersex and 1 celebrate", white D decides that one 

can be both intersexed and male. But even within this apparent dichotomy the 

boundaries between resistantfpragmatic and radical/less radical individuals, 

become blurred. individuals such as Sallie and Shellie drearn of a day when 

intersexuals can be accepted members of society. Sallie chooses to educate 



people quietly, while Shellie developed a web page to announce how she was 

mutilated by a "sadistic surgeon". Finally, Heike draws attention to the distinction 

between a desire for whole, uncut bodies and an identity politics of ambiguity. 

While intersex identified people certainly al1 hope for change in medical 

practice and social attitudes toward them, they do not al1 pursue it. There is, of 

course, a significant cohort which is achieving much needed improvernent in 

medical practice and societal attitudes. However, these individuals are not unified 

in their ideology or approach. As well, even these people who work hard at 

changing medical protocols, do not spend their days thinking, as Morgan stated, 

"Oh my God, I'rn an intersexual!" 

The dichotorny between the biological, concrete body and the discursive 

body starts to dissolve when one reads intersex body narratives. The academic 

debate over whether bodies are solely discursive or performative is taken up by 

intersexuals on the lnternet and complicated by their lived reality. The stories do 

not allow us to fix intersexual bodies in either the realm of rnateriality or 

discursiveness. As soon as some-body is named 'intersexual' a series of physical 

acts makes that individual feel and look abnormal. The impetus toward creating 

normal bodies inherently makes people feel abnormal and makes others treat 

thern as though they are abnormal. Discourse leads to physical acts and physical 

acts lead to discourses of abnormality, resistance and pragmatism. Thus an 

intersexual body both generates and is generated by discourses and 

dispositions. Further, intersexuals are not saying "We are both sexes", nor do 



they conflate male and fernale morphology; rather intersex body narratives are 

an integration of and an engagement with epistemologies of the body. 

1 have studied intersexuality in the hopes of thinking about how the body 

gets formulated in academic discourse, and how intersex body stories can inform 

feminist theories of embodiment. When I began to study intersexuality I thought 

that I was going to speak to heroic people who had overcome horrible 

experiences and had thus become pioneers in the fight against genderkex 

oppression. This impression was perpetuated by authors who write about 

intersexuals as trandgender warriors, subversive, resistant and unified. When I 

first spoke to rny research participants, however, they were slightly concerned by 

my eagerness to leam about how they were improving social ideas about sex. To 

them, it was enough that they had had bad experiences and connected with one 

another. Many who had been early combatants in the war against medical 

amputation of genitals were now reticent advocates for this cause. Throughout 

the years that I spent reading about them, and during the rnonths that I spent 

communicating electronically with them, intersex-identified people demonstrated 

to me just how futile it would be to try to fix them into the mould of 'gender 

revolutionary'. I thus resigned myself to look at what was staring me in the face 

ail along: the pragrnatics of being intersexed. Looking at the many ways in which 

intersex-identified people talk about their experiences with that identity has in 

turn allowed me to think about the body, which is both biologically formed and 

discursively shaped. A few of my research participants have indicated that they 



are wary of being placed under any further biomedical or intellectual 

microscopes. By portraying a diversity of voices and experiences, I have been 

able to expand Our ideas of where and whorn 'intersexualst are. Their stories 

portray the body as dynamic. Intersex body narratives show us how identities 

and bodies are CO-extensive and develop through interaction with biomedical 

scalpels, doctors and parents' words, and academics' portrayals. As such, their 

stories have added another dimension to feminist theories of embodiment. 



Appendix A 

Dear [name] : 
1 am a Masters student in medicd anthropology at York University in Toronto, 

Canada. 1 seek to study the current rise in social activism around intersexuality. My main 
goai is to study the ways in which the Intemet is being used as a means of disseminating 
information about intersexuality and for challenging societies' ideas about gender and 
sexuality. 1 also am interested in the narratives posted on these sites and how they 
address the issues of pain, gender, and the medicalization of intersexed infants. 

My study will be comprised of andysing the contents of the various web pages 
associated with this and other intersex-focused websites. It will also involve some 
informal interviews with the individuds who have created these sites and are pioneering 
this struggle for recognition and change in terms of treatment and conceptions about 
intersexuality. 

Should you decide to participate in my study, you may refuse to answer any 
questions and/or terminate that participation at any tirne. Material collected fiom those 
who chose to withdraw will be destroyed and not used for research. 1 assure your 
anonymity through the use of pseudonyms (narnes of websites will, however, be used) 
and will be more than happy to provide you with my research findings at the conclusion 
of this project. 1 look forward to this oppomuiity to speak to you about these issues. 
Should you have any questions please feel free to email me, or phone me at (4 16) 487- 
0276. 

Should you have any concerns, please contact Margaret Rodman, Graduate 
Director, Department of Social Anthropology, (4 16) 73 6-5007 

If your are willing to participate in my research I would be most grateful and 
request a reply by [date]. You may reply in two ways. To indicate your willingness to 
participate please complete the form below and retum it to me by email (unsigned) 
michaln@,vorku.ca or by fax (signed), (4 16) 736-5786 

Most Sincerely, 

Michal Wahman, 
M.A. candidate 

1 HAVE READ TKE ABOVE WORMED CONSENT FORM, UNDERSTAND IT IN 
FULL AND AM WILLING TO PARTICIPATE IN MLCHAL NAKMAN'S PROJECT 

(PLEASEMARKANX) 

Signature Date 



Appendix B 

Questionnaire 

1. 
What is your name? 
Would you Iike me to use pseudonyms when referring to you in my thesis? 
When were you born? 
Where were you born? 
What is your highest Ieve1 of education? Area of specialization? 
Emplo yment? 
What are your hobbies? 
What intersex condition were you diagnosed with? 
Do you consider yourself to be part of a particular ethnic group? If so, which? 
Many people have observed that the Intemet is dorninated by upper-middle class white 
people and that instead of changing the way society works the Internet reinforces akeady 
existing prejudices. Do you think this is true? Why? 
1s there anything else about yourself that you'd Iike to add? 

II. 
Do you identie as male? How? 
Do you identie as female? How? 
How do you define gender? 
How do you define sex? 

III. 
How do you defme intersexuality? 
What is your suggested treatment for children who are born intersexed? Why? 
Do you view intersexuality as a disease? Why or why not? 
What is your opinion of the term 'hermaphrodite' as used by the popular media and 
society? 
How did you become involved with intersex issues? 
1s there such a thing as an intersex 'movement'? 
In what ways is it a movement? 
What are the main goals of t h i s  movement? 

N. 
What do you think of the websites devoted to intersex (other than your own)? 
In what ways do you think your site is different from the other intersex-related websites? 
What does your site have in common with other sites? 
In what ways is your site connected to or affiliated with these other sites? 
Does your activism go beyond the Internet? 
How much 'real' life interaction or activism does your organization do? 
How significant or important is the Net to the peer support andor advocacy work you 



do? Why? 
How important have ernail discussions been in the forrning of yours and other intersex- 
related organizations? 
What l i s t s e ~ s  have you been on that relate to intersexudity? 
* * * * * * * * * *  
Thank you for taking the t h e  to answer the above questions. 1 am very 
interested in your feedback. 
What did you think of my questions? 
Do you have anything to add? 
Finally, in order to M e r  pursue the issues in this questionnaire, I'd 
Iike to invite you to participate in a real-tirne chat with me on the ICQ 
chatting network. If you do not have ICQ 1 c m  tell you how to get it. If 
you have some other chatting software, let me know what it is and I will 
try to install it for myself. 
As with this questionnaire, you will be abIe to terminate participation in 
a live-chat interview at any time and may refuse to answer any questions. 
You will aIso be able to direct the topic of discussion more fieely in a 
live chat and can ask me additional questions about my research should you wish. 



Appendix C 

ICQ Dialogue box: The names below indicate contacts, as in a 
regular address book. When the flower next to the name is green, 
or illuminated, the individual in question is online and rnay be 
contacted. 



Appendix D 
Dialogue about the terms 'intersexual' and 'hermaphrodite' among AIS wornen. 
From AISSG website (www.medhei~.or~www/ais) 

A C U  woman (S) wrote: 
Hi 'K7/alI, 
You write: "Well, we're not herms, unless we have ovarian and testicular tissue both. 1 think it's a stretch to 
cal1 us that." In a technical sense you are correct 'K' that women with AIS are "pseudohermaphrodites" and 
not "hermaphrodites" because it is our external genital appearance (and other physicallgender 
characteristics) which is at variance with our chromosomes and gonads. But the terms "hem" and 
"hermaphrodite" have been reclairned by sûme intersex follcs (including some AISICAHi5-aRD etc. women 
who are pseudohermaphrodites and not true hermaphrodites) as a way of taking back the power and rontrol 
which those very stinging and often pejorative terms have had. 1, for one, support this. 1 like to use the terrn 
a "hem" as one of endearment (for example, 1 wrote an-email to T and said "you go herm" as a spoof 
on the "you go girl" phrase - and meant it as a real positive). I've descnied myself on a few occasions as 
"the hermaphrodite next door" instead of "the girl next door". 1 actualIy like to Say this because it illustrates 
that there could be an intersexed person living right next to you and you might not even know it. 
My medical records are replete with references to me as a pseudohermaphrodite, and it was this tag which 
resulted in the kind of insensitive medical care 1 received. When 1 employ the terms "hem" and 
"hermaphrodite" 1 use them with my head high, without self-loathing, and with an in-your-face boldness 
rather than with the stigma and shame which doctors assurned was the on& way to view these terms. Cal1 
me a "hem," cal1 me a "merrn" (a term 1 believe Anne Fausto-Sterling used to describe male 
pseudohermaphrodites fe-g. women w/AIS]) I'rn happy with either cause it's the feeling of connectedness 
which is "perm." 

'K' ( C R  wrote: 
1 hear what you're saying - but 1 (in fnendship, mind), disagree. 1 think intersexed conditions are 
complicated enough. I'd rather be identified as exactly what 1 am, an XY woman, rather than as something 
that I'rn not. I think ifs frne to kid around with each other, as in "you go herm", which is damn funny - but 
I would never tell anyone outside the circle that 1 was a hermaphrodite. 1 wouId tel1 them, and have, 
especially recently with the play readings, that 1 am an XY woman with AIS [she's witten a play about 
AIS]. This is more of an accuracy thing than a shameful thing. The first question the cast members asked 
me was, "are you a hem?" and I to1d them, "no". OK, well, I'm down off that M e  soapbox ... 

'S' (CRS) wrote: 
1 fully support your right to sort through this in your own way and in your own time. But may I share sorne 
thoughts with you? 
1. The word "hermaphrodite" sticks in the mouth - it's unpleasant to Say because of al1 the negative 
connotations it has. It is an electrically charged word. But 1 have found that employing it reguIarly takes the 
sting out. It rolls off my tongue far more easily now. It becomes a word without such homd associations 
and it normafizes my experience and reality. 
2.1 had to ask myself whether I was not identifying with this word because of technical inaccuracy or 
whether it was because 1 womed what people would think of me. 1 concluded that if it was the latter then 1 
was part of the problem rather than part of the solution. 1 was drawing artificial lines in the sand - saying 
"I'm OK, but those people over there, those tme hermaphrodites, well we al1 know they're freaky" or "it's 
OK if fnends, family, doctors rnake fin of or judge them because they're true hermaphrodites and I'rn not 
one of them so 1 don't have to worry about it." 
Al1 1 can Say is that I've concIuded that no matter where 1 draw the line in the sand I'rn sure as heck gonna 
be on the wrong side of it for others who don? care whether I'rn a pseudohermaphrodite or a true 
hermaphrodite 'cause I'rn still just a fieak to them. So if push comes to shove and someone is making fun 
of, or judging, hermaphrodites 1 have to ask myself whether 1 am going to desperately try to fit in with 
"normal" non-hermaphrodites or align myself with those who are far closer to my reality. To me it would 



be Iike being 1/8 black and able to pass for white and thereby turning my back on the reality of the 
prejudice and racism those who are "more bIack encounter. At the end of the day 1 think if you're 1/8 black 
you dam well ought to pay particular attention to how blacks are treated cause at any moment being 1/8 
black could land you on the wrong side of the color line. 
So I'd ask you to take an honest look. When your colleagues asked if you were a hermaphrodite, did you 
answer "No I'rn an XY woman" because you're genuinely were concerned only with technical accuracy or 
was it because you womed îhey would judge you or categorize you a certain way if you ânswered yes? 
Thanks for sharing your thoughts on this 'KT. 

'K ' (CAiS) wrore: 
Hey, 'S'!  No, it's really a technicaI thing. And a desire to educate people rather than mislead. Hem seems 
Iike an urnbrella term, an oversimplification. I think that you can't get too much stranger than telling people 
"I'm an XY girl, born with two testes, and am infertile." Really, if the answer were as  simple as 
"hermaphrodite" I'd be glad. 
Also, 'S', 1 don't consider myself a pseudo either, for that matier - it's a throwback term, and it sounds 
dumb. XY Woman is so much simpier. Yes, both terms have negative connotations, 1 don't want to use 
either of them, because one is not true and the other one is old-fashioned and borne of ignorance. 1 think it's 
a question of moving forward, and complicating things a little, rather than stepping back and simplifying it 
al1 with one term or another. To continue the black analogy, 1 don't think you'd find too many people of 
color in this country who would want to be referred to as "slave descendants." It's kind of the same thing 
for me. 
1 guess if 1 was womed about what people would think of me, 1 would have kept " '"her pIay] in my 
head, and not written in out and shared it with everyone. But I'm not going to cop to something I'rn not. 
Agah, it's îoo complicated an issue to be c a l h g  ourselves something we're not. 

'S' (CMS) wrofe: 
Hi 'K', Yes, you're probably right but you do fmd many bIack peopIe who have reclaimed the word 
"nigger." There is probably no more emotionally charged word in the English lexicon and it is precisely for 
that reason that it has been reclaimed. 
How do you feel about the umbrella tenn intersex? Are you not OK with that? 1 am quite happy with that 
word and indeed would like rny driver's license to show me as an "I" in the category of sex rather than as 
an " M  or and "F". Pseudohermaphrodite is old-fashioned term but to me it was aIways a bit of a misnomer 
because it sought to draw a distinction between "true" hermaphroditisrn and conditions such as AIS. 1 think 
anyone who has a vagina and testes is a hermaphrodite. 1 don't believe in making the gonads paramount and 
saying only those with ovotestes or one testis and one ovary are hermaphrodites. We know that gonads 
don? necessarily mean a thing in terms of form and function so why relegate the term hermaphrodite to 
only those whose gonads are mixed in some way. Why not use the term to describe any mismatch between 
karyotype, gonads and phenotype? 
1 actually am not too fond of XY woman as a method of ~Iassification because to me it begs the question. 
The term "woman" is conclusory based on meeting certain criteria. Clearly we do not satisfy al1 of the 
possible criteria for "woman" classification. Indeed, when the Michigan Women's Music Festivai wanted to 
limit attendance to "wornen born women" intending thereby to exclude transsexuals, the criteria they 
established would have excluded us as well because they were referring to XXlovary canying women. 
Ptease don? get me wrong - I absolutety see myself as a woman and want to enjoy the prerogatives of a 
woman gender classification. But i don't think my sex is "woman" - 1 think my sex is intersex, which 
explains why I look and feeI the way I do and yet have XY chromosomes and once had testes. 
Hermaphrodite to me is just another word for intersex, and in some contexts 1 prefer it just because it has so 
much "emotional baggage." 
1 want people to h o w  that hermaphrodites are not Iike unicorns - that we are here, are real and not 
rnythological characters. So I'm happy to cal1 you an XY woman, but for me 1'11 stick with hem. 
One more quick point. Bisexual people cm Say they are not "gay" or "homosexual" and 1 suppose 
technically that's true. But 1 think they are well-served to identiQ as "queer" (another reclaimed term by the 
GLBT cornrnunity) because by doing so they are able to challenge sexuality noms and contribute to the 



cause of greater tolerance and understanding and rights for non-straights. Jirst to further stir the pot, as an 
AIS wornan I'm also happy to align myself with the word "queer" because I thirk our very existence 
threatens sex and gender noms. 1 think the term "queer" more appropriately reflects this kind of 
transgression rather than being confined simply to those with non-strictly hetero preferences. 

'K' (CAIS) wrote: 
1 think intersex is ten times better than hem. It's a little more specific and more accurate. Isn't specificity 
and accuracy the point if we are going to hy and educate the general public about our general shtick? For 
that reason, 1 don't think h e m  is a term (Hem is a tenn! - rhyrne) that should be used for any old 
mismatch, etc. True hermaph. is a very specific thing, and should be reserved for the true herms. It reminds 
me of how some transsexual wonien align themselves with us, because we have the same sort of deal, but 1 
think that that, too, is a mistake. 1 don't think we should aII be lumped together. 

A woman with 5-alpha reductase defciency (7J wrote: 
I'm a hermaphrodite, for a11 the reasons 'S' aiready talked about. For me the most important one is claiming 
myself back. As 1 see it this condition has taken so much frorn me, it has taken my sense of being sexual, 
my sense of being normal, but most irnporfantly it has caused me to walk through life constaritly wondering 
if E'm good enough. Always looking for validation, and acceptance fiom the "nomals." Always trying to be 
the funny and outgoing girl, keep everyone laughing and they wonTt see what a fieak you are. 
1 think claiming the term testes was very important in healing sorne of the things that were robbed fiorn me. 
That in-your-face "1 had testes, and 1 am still fucking OK" mental@ helped me make peace with so many 
of the tomentors inside my head. The sarne is true for identifiing as a hermaphrodite. 1 used to stand on 
the line dividing the sexes without eyes or a soul, much like those sti,smatizing photos. 1 was biologicaIly 
forced to stand there, when al1 1 wanted to be was normal. After claiming back my truth, my value: seeing 
the value of al1 of you, 1 dance on that line. 1 celebrate the uniqueness that is all of us. 1 am somehow new, 
and complete ..... not totally without doubts or insecurities, but proud to be me and happy to have my truth. 
The rnost precious of gifts that was never given to me. 1 had to take it for rnyself. I am a hermaphrodite, 1 
had testes, and 1 can still dance ...... al1 of us c m : )  
If using XY woman makes it easier for you, then 1 have no problem with it. To go back to the slave issue. If 
1 was African American 1 would take pride in the strength and courage of my ancestors. They never gave 
up hope that one day the world would accept them as tme hurnan beings. I too want the world to know that 
I am a true human being, that 1 am a woman, and I'm intersexed. 1 would love for al1 of us to start bothering 
DMV [?Dept. of Motor Vehicles] daily about getting an "1" on o u  drivers licence .... but 1 know not al1 of 
you want this. Again for me, I do want recognition that my sex is different, because 1 have finalIy figured 
out that different isn't the same as wrong. 

'K ' (CA13 wrote: 
1 dance on the line, too. But I want to be called the correct thing. 1 guess for me being caIled the accurate 
thing is more empowering than anything else. 

'S ' (CAIS) wuo te: 
I'm not sure what the correct thhg means given that a11 of these terms corne fiom the rnedicaI profession 
which iiself never understood fully what they meant. You might enjoy Alice Dreger's "Hermaphrodites and 
the Medical Imention of Sex" which gives an outstanding account of the history of this. 
1 guess I want to know to whom is the term hermaphrodite not correct? To doctors who never understood? 1 
have little interest in playing in to their historic misnomers, mistakes, misinformation, and misguided 
efforts to treat us. 
I use the term "XY woman" fiequently as one of convenience and to distinguish us £?om XX wornen, but 1 
don't see how that term is technically correct because on its face it's oxymoronic (or a non sequitur at best) 
and when we use it there is an irnplicit "but still a......" inserted between the words "XY" and "woman." 
Clearly we are not women because we are XY- we are wornen in no small part because of our non-fully 
functionhg androgen receptors, or impairment of conversion of testosterone to dihydrotestosterone, or 
streak gonads. When doctors employed the term "XY wornan" to describe us 1 assure you that what they 



actually meant was XY "woman", with the "woman" in quotes to si@@ their keen awareness that we 
weren't biologically women. 1 refiise to play into teminology which suggests 1 hold a second class 
o f  membership. 
Testicular Feminization was the "correct" (aibeit technically rnisguided) medical term to describe us for 
more than forty years. 1 hardly think we should embrace that term. You said you were OK with intersex but 
it too is an umbrella term rather than one which specifically relates to AIS. To me, intersex rnay be less 
"stigmatizing" but is no more accurate than hermaphrodite. What does intersex mean? 1 think no one could 
ever provide a completely satisfactory definition. (Several years ago approximately 20 members of ISNA 
tried to come up with a comprehensive definition and were unable to do so.) In the sarne wây 
"hermaphrodite" has no perfect definition. Nonetheless as an umbrella term 1 like to ernploy them equally, 
depending on the context. 
To me, specifici5 and accuracy are important; 1 happen to think the medical community bas achieved 
neither with its conventional defiitions of intersex and hermaphrodite or XY woman or  testicular 
feminization. 
Let me just close by saying 1 recognize I go in to debate mode rather reflexively (hey, you don? shake 17 
years of  being an attorney just cause you join an e-mail circle) so if I'rn coming on tao strong I apologize. 1 
am, however, genuinely interested in Ieaming more about your thoughts on this issue, 

Another CAiS woman (P) wrote: 
As for tenninology .... 1 personally like XY woman because that's precisely how 1 see myself - actually 'ky 
WOMAN" would be more accurate, with chromosomes in lower case, since ultimately they didn't have a 
whole lot to do with my sense of self and my experience in the world, which are unequivocally female 
(which of  course means different things to different chicks, but is nonetheless how I've always seen 
myseIf). So, no, 1 will never be Iobbying for the addition of "1" on driver's licences, at least not for myself, 
because intersex seems a technical term that 1 can appreciate on a rational level but just does not speak to 
my experience. 
1 kind of have a fondness for pseudohermaphrodite because it sounds so preposterous (to me, it is our 
"nigger") - it helps impart to me a sense of humour about this condition, a sense of stick-and-stones-may- 
break-my-bones-but-calling-me-a-pseudohemapodite-wi11-make-me-guFFaw. 
Several years ago my first husband, mensch that he is, told a number of people in the wake o f  our pathetic 
little marriage that 1 \vas a hermaphrodite. I was crushed to discover this, especially when 1 walked into a 
bar and someone 1 scarcely knew said to me, in front of a couple of colleagues, "Someone told me you're a 
hermaphrodite -but you look like a woman to me." The encounter, and the subsequent discovery that many 
people in my business had heard this rumour, made me suicida1 for a whiIe. 
But somehow I got better about it. 1 wzs unattached at the time, and at first 1 worried that it was another 
nail in the coffin of my love life. But then it occurred to me that some fairIy f u n b  guys would probably be 
curious to sleep with someone believed to be a hermaphrodite. And gradualIy - after about a year - I 
reached the position that if people think I'rn a hermaphrodite - which 1 do beIieve we al1 are, if you use 
hermaphrodite loosely - and they have a problem with that, them fuck 'em. 'Cause like 'T' and 'S '  and 'K7 
and rnany others o f  you, 1 have fmally reached a place where 1 rnostly like who and what I am - despite 
fieqüent attacks of paranoia, but that has more to do with the way 1 was raised than anything else - and 
believe, as that old hippie anthern Desiderata goes, that 1 am "a child of the universe" and have "a right to 
be here." 

'M' (Cm) wrote: 
1 identiQ as a woman (or 'XY woman' if 1 want to quali& it to take account of my AIS) psychologically, 
socialIy, gender identity-lly(!), but 1 do not consider rnyself to be a woman in terms of rny sex which 1 
believe to be a biological attribute, not a social one. So 1 wouId tend to think of myself as intersexed as f a -  
as my sex is concerned. So, yes, I completely understand the reasoning behind the option of  putting an '1' on 
officia1 forms, and whenever 1 have to put down 'M' or  'F' this is one of the moments when my AIS comes 
into reaIly sharp focus. 
But 1 feel like I'rn repeating here what I've said several times before, so maybe I'rn in a rut and need to re- 
evaluate how 1 see these things. That's the thing about these discussions, it's an opporttinity to evolve a bit, 1 



guess :-) 1 think 'S"s reservations about the term XY vroman are hteresting and valid. It's taking an 
existing term 'wornan' and having to quai@ it in a way that shouldn't be necessay and which is somewhat 
ciumsy and inelegant, and maybe rather 'apologetic' ("I'm a wornan but I'm afkaid youtII have to accepc that 
1 have XY chromosomes"). 1 can understand the business of ernbracing a term like hermaphrodite to kind 
of reclairn a term that has hitherto had negative associations and making it into a symboi or marker of 
activism - using it to define an area of ground to pIant Our flag in - but 1 don't think 1 personally embrace it 
my own life because 1 associate it with dual sex organs. I'd go along with "intersex" though, as Long as it 
gets rid of its automatic association with "ambiguous" genitalia in the minds of some medics . 

'K' (CAiS) wrote: 
intersexed just sounds so much more interesting than hermaphroditic - h e m  is so dississive, in a way. If I 
were a true hem, I would lobby even then to have the name changed to sornething more technical. 
(www. med help .org/www/ais) 
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Appendix E 

Intersex Society of North , 
America I Search ENA website 

Our Mission 

To end sharne, secrecy, and unwanted genital surgeries for people born with atypical sex anatomy. Compare the 
mode1 of medical care we are asking for with what is current standard practice (analysis by Alice Dornurat 
Dreger Ph-D.). 

What's New 
About ISNA 
Si te Ma? 

Join ISNA 
Shou Ontine 

Books 
Newsletter 
Read Online 
Listen 
Recent Publications 
Bibliogra~hv 
Press Releases 

FAO 
0 1 1  TI-ca~iticn i 
On "Hermaphrodite" 
Frcaucncv 

Lecal 
Historv 

Links 

News about ISNA and Intersexuality 

Discoverv Channel Documentary on Intersex Controversv 
Airs sunday August 6,2:00  and 10:OO PM 

From the moment of birth, everybody wants to 
know is it a boy or a girl? This question can be 
complicated when a third option is introduced; one out of 
every two thousand children in America is born 
intersexual. Sometirnes biology malfunctions and 
children are born with mixed sexuai 
characteristics, in what is called an intersexual 
birth. For some intersexuais, whether they are boys 
or girls is never really clear- to them. Many argue 
that the standard practice of sexual assignment by 
surgery in infancy should be discontinued giving 
the intersexua1 the right to chose or not to chose 
surgery once that person reaches adolescence. But 
whatever the surgical choice, intersexrials show us 
that gender is infinitely more cornplex than shape 
of our genitds. (This surnrnary prepared by 
Discovery) 

The Sciences Magazine revisits "The Five Sexes" 



The July/Aug~ist issue ot' TIw Scienccs 
magazine features a cover article by Anne 
Faiisto-Sterling on the enieiping recornition thnt 
iiitci-xsurility tcsts riicdiciil \.;tlucs alid social 
n o m .  XRSS than four years ago, Fausto-Sterling 
notes, intersex people were picketing medical 
conferences. In May, Intersex Society founder 
Cheryl Chase delivered the cIosing talk to the 
annual meeting of the Lawson Wilkins Pediatric 
Endocrine Society. Perhaps equally remarkably, 
many of the speakers who preceded her at the 
session had already spoken of the need to scrap 
current practices (centered on surgery), replacing 
them with treatment based on counseling. 

This is an invaluable foIlow-up to "The Five 
Sexes," which created quite an uproar when 
it appeared in 1993. That article was 
denounced as "madness" in a paid New York 
Times by the Cathofic League, cited by 
ultra-conservatives at the UN-sponsored 
Beijing Conference for Women in 1995, 
denounced by the Family Research Council, 
and even offered as reason to reject U.S. 
participation in the International Criminal 
Court. 

I n  the real world, however, people are quite 
frequently born intersex, and intersex people 
deserve to be treated with the same respect 
for person and autonorny as anyone else. 

University of Michi~an Duckett Lecture focuses on intersex paradkm shift 

Each year, the University of Michigan's Pediatric Uroiogy Depa-tnlent 
hosts a lectureship in honor of the late John Duckett (a prominent surgeon 
well known for his hypospadias surgeries). This year, the lectures focused 
on a single topic: the increasingly evident paradigm shift in medical 
thinking about intersex. 

Australian Intersex natient-advocate proup to collaborate on outcornes research 

The AIS Support Grour, (Australia) has announced a collaborative effort 
with Garry Warne of the Royal Children's Hospital Melbourne to identify 
best practice for medical management of children with intersex conditions. 
The project includes follow-up of 200 former patients. The group notes 
Professor Warne's "keenness to iisten to the personai experiences of 
iiicn~bci-s and Icarn froiii 111ciii" was ;L kcy facior in ils decision 10 

participate in the effort. 

60 Minutes Australia looks at intersex controversv 



Antoinctic B r i f i  (AIS Support G r a ~ i n  Australia) was sulgically altercd ris 
a child, and has never felt cornfortable as a fernaic. "1 aiways wanted to be 
:I boy ... hiit 1 was S C ~ I - C ~  to voice tlic wnv i felt." Thic  television hr-wdcnst 
tvld Austr-aliaiis oi' Aliloiwi~c's lilk 01' corilusiori, and wat-iicd lliar bodi 
doctors and parents face future litigation over this practice of sexual 
reassignment. 

Pediatric endocrinoIogists question medical management 

The Lawson Wilkins Pediatric Endocrinology Society devoted one third of 
its two day annual meeting to presentations on the Neonatal Management 
of Genitai Arnbiguity. In an historic shift away fiom reluctance to consider 
the perspective of intersex adults, the specialists invited ISNA's Cheryl 
Chase to close the session with a presentation on SexuaI  -4mbiguitv: The 
Patient-Centered Apwroach.". (This is a PDF file; you'll need the free 
Acrobat Reader to open it.) 

IRS recognizes ISNA as a 501~3 (tax exempt) charitable organization 

The United States Interna1 Revenue Service has deterrnined that ISNA is a 
501~3 (tax exempt) organization. This means that individuals who pay 
taxes in the US.  may deduct their gifts to ISNA (retroactive to October 5 ,  
1999). In addition, it will allow ISNA to seek funding from U.S. 
foundations. 

ISNA honored with human rights award 

The International Gav and Lesbian Human Riehts Commission seIected 
ENA for its F e l i ~ a  de Souza award 2000. The award is given each year 
to three individuals and/or organizations that have made significant 
contributions toward securing the human rights and freedoms of sexual 
rninorities anywhere in the world. 

Texas Court creates yenetic definition of marriaye 

When Christie Littleton's husband died under medical care, she filed a 
wrongful death suit against the physician. When the opposing side realized 
that Littleton was a transsexual, they asked the court to dismiss her suit on 
the basis that legal change of sex is impossible, so her marriage was 
invalid, and she thus lacked legai standing to sue. This case sets a 
precedent that could render many people with atypical genes ineligible fur 
marriage. The decision's author noted, but dodged, the complexity of legal 
sex of intersex people: "1 express no opinion as to how the law would 
view [intersex people] with regard to rnarriage. We are, however, not 
presented with such a case at this tirne." Read the Texas court's decision. 

Two wavs of Iooking at the world 

Ethicist Alice Dreger has prepared an extraordinary chart comparing the 
traditional medical mode1 (focused on surgery) with the emerging medical 
mode1 of intersexuality (focused on  psychology). 



Noi-th Aiiierican Task Force on Intersex (NATFI) 

v m  hrings tncether specialists in wr_oery. endocrinology. psycholog. 
clliics, psyclii~~~ry, cpidc1nio1ogy, gci~c~ics, p ~ ~ b l i c  I I C ; L ~ L ! ~  and 
representatives of intersex patient advocate groups. With the participation 
of representatives of the Intersex Society of North America and the AIS 
Support Group, the Task Force is the first decision-making body on 
intersex medical care to have included intersex patient advocates. 

Colombia Constitutional Court Decisions 

The Constitutional Court of Colombia has issued three decisions which 
establish important protections of the human rights of intersex people and 
restrict the authority of parents and physicians to authorize medicaily 
unnecessary genital plastic surgery. Read the decisions, in Spanish, online. 

Visitors Since Februaq 1996: 2Hh323 
Averaging over 1100 distinct visitors (not hits) per day as of June 2000. 
O 2000 Intersex Society of North America 
Please send comments, probiems and feedback to: webmaster@isna.org (Intersex Society of North America) 



Appendix F 

What is Intersex Voices about? 
The Intersex Voices page is written by intersexed people and is presented as an alternative voice to the writings 
which have heretofore appeared alrnost exclusively in the medical press, written by non-intersexed people. What 
you will find here are Our voices, our experiences, our views and feeling about ourselves, Our Iives in the past 
and in the present. 

lntersex 101 Some basic answers to questions we've heard from curious non-intersexed folk. 
TSNA FAQ Frequently asked Questions and answers frorn the Intersex Society of North America. 
Real People Some intersexed people taIk openly about their Iives. 
"Otlies" Voice5 Essays, prose and poetiy written by intersexuais. 
Academic writirig and research from within the intersexed community. 

Bther Resources 
The I n ~ c r s c ~  Socic[v 01' North Ariici-ica has a web page witli more medical information and 
recomrnendations for medicd management as well as contact information for ISNA and other support 
organizations. 
AGGPG (Arbcitsgrur~nc eceen - Gcwnlt in der Pücdioii-ic und Gvnüccoloev (woi-kzroup against violciicc in 
pediairy and n v n e c o l o a  
ATSSG Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome Support Group 
H.E.L.P. is also available for parents of intersexed children ... 

l r  visitors. 

Comments and submissions to: triea@ais.nct (Kiira Trical_ 

@ Chpytight Kiira 'Trica - 1996 

Last Updated: luly 9 1999 



Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome 
Support Group (AISSG) 

UK Branch - Registered UK Charity No. 1073297, affiliated to Contact a Fanzily, 
the Rare Disorders Alliance- UK and the Cenetic Interest Group (GIG). 

US Branch - Affiliated to the National Organisation fur Rare Diseuses (NORD).  
Canadian Branch - Charitable Business No. 88977 6142 RRûûû1 

- -  - 

Before meeting otlzer AIS wonzerz .... ... aper rneetitzg others, and a lot of talking 

Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome 

AIS is a condition that affects the development of reproductive and genital organs. Both men and women 
usudly have at least one X chromosome, which contains a gene that gives their bodies the capacity to 
recognise and react to masculinizing hormones (androgens). Men usually have a Y chromosome as well, 
which codes for the production of androgens and the inhibition of female interna1 organ development. 
Women with AIS have a functioning Y chromosome (and therefore no female interna1 organs), but an 
abnormality in the X chromosome that renders the body partially or completely incapable of recognising 
the androgens produced, therefore allowing the default extemal genital developrnent aIong female Iines. 
Other related conditions, based on different chromoson-ies, also disrupt the normal pathway of androgen 
action, resulting again in a female phenotype. 

The Support Group 

We are a support group providing information and support to young people and adults with complete and 
partial Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome, and to parents of AIS youngsters. We also support those 
affected by Swyer's syndrome (XY gonadal dysgenesis), 5 alpha-reductase deficiency, leydig ce11 
hypoplasia, Mayer-Rokitansky-Kuster-Hauser (MRKH) syndrome, Mullerian dysgenesis, Mullerian duct 
aplasia, vaginal atresia, and other reiated conditions. 

The gbup was started in the UK in 1988 by the mother of an AIS infant, and was formalised in 1993. The 
UK group achieved official UK charitable status in early 1999. We are in contact with around 150 
affected families/individuals in Europe (mostiy UK) and around 100 in North America. 



A note about diagnosesr We are a peer group support organisation run by a few volunteers in their spare 
time (and cumently with no funding other than subscriptions and litetanire income). Although this web 
site and Our li terature provide medical information rve ccnnnor hclp people to diagnose themseli~es. That is 
the role of specialist clinicians. We do not have such professionals within Our group (although we work 
closely with selected clinicians to improve the ch ica l  service they can offer through the normal medical 
channels). We cannot get inro discussions and speculations on whether undiagnosed enquirers might have 
AIS or some related condition. 

Please a) seek a specialist medical diagnosis, h) ask the clinician for the full official medical narne for 
your condition (get himiher to write it down and don't put up with vague, hzzy explanations), b) 
subscribe to the appropriate branch of our group, c) obtain copies of our literature, in paaicular our 
joumal/newsletter ( A ~ I ~ s ) ,  d) read it ail carefully, and e) get back to us if you still have questions about 
your diagnosis. 

For further details about AIS, go to What is AIS?. 

For further details about the group, including Our aims and objectives, how to contact us, our publications, 
meetings etc., go to How to Contact Us. 

Go to Web Hits Chart to view a graph showing the no. of visitors per month to this site since early 1998 
and if you have cornrnents or corrections regarding the contents of the website please email the web 
manager. - 

. ---- ----.--A. _ _ _ _ - - - --. - - - - - -- - - - - - - 

Copyright AIS Support Croup 1999. AI1 ritlits rcserved. Contents nlay no1 hc reproduccd in whole or in part witiiout the 
writtcn pemiission of AIS Support Croup. 



Appendix H 

Dawn's Story 
When 1 was about 12 or 13 years old 1 was nervous about not getting my period. My breast development 
and other bodily changes were behind other girls of my age, but 1 was mostly concerned about not getting 
my pcriod. By about 16 or so my concern switched to the fact that 1 was failing way behind the other girls 
in breast development and changes in body shape. They looked like young women and 1 looked like a ta11 
s k i y  1 1-year-old. It's h y  that I no longer rnissed not having a period; somewhere along the line 1 had 
figured out that it was never going to happen. 
At 15, rny mother took me to a family doctor because my younger sisters had gotten their periods and I had 
not. He said not to worry about it and that they wouldn't do anything about it until I was 16 anyway. 
A year later, she took me to a different family doctor. With my feet stiil in the stimps and her hands god- 
knows-where, she bellowed out fiom under the lap sheet "My God! 1 can't fmd a cervix. You have no 
uterus! You're going to need surgery, you'11 never be able to have children, but with enough estrogen we 
should be able to keep female characteristics." After I fainted and they brought around she said "Well, 
you're just a nervous girl, aren't you?" 
She then took my mother into another room and Ieft me alone. 1 could hear my mother shrieking half-out- 
of-her-mind as the doctor told her that 1 wasn't realJy her daughter, I was her son, I was going to grow a 
beard and chest hair, my voice was going to deepen, 1 would need a sex-change operation to turn me into 
the man L really was, and that I would probably go insane fiorn ai1 of this. 1 can't begin to explain the 
despair and Ioneliness 1 felt sitting alone and naked in that room hearing my mother shriek. (Of course, 
none of those things was true; the doctor was simply over reacting. If 1 had Partial AIS and was going to 
have a rnasculinizing puberty, it would have happened much earlier than 16, and in Partial AIS, nothing 
anywhere near as ciramatic as the things the doctor said happen.) 
My mother never told me about my having AIS, nor what the doctor said in that room until last year. 1 
worked on her al1 day long to get it out. She told me she would die before she repeated those awful things. 1 
asked if what she said had come ?me and she said no. 1 finally convinced her that the words that had been 
said couldn't hurt anyone because they weren't m e .  WeI1, they could and did hurt; they had hurt my 
mother terribly. I can't believe she carried that secret burden for so long. She has lived her Iife in fear that 1 
would frnd out someday. 1 was fùrious and in fact, stili am, that some doctor got so excited about showing 
off her knowledge of a rare birth defect that she sirnply didn't care that how she delivered the information. 
Al1 she needed to do was refer us on to a specialist. 
The next day my mother had me at a gynecologists office. He examined me and then met with my mother 
alone. He told her that what the other doctor said wasn't true, that she should never think of it again, and 
never mention it to me. He said that I was going to be fine except that 1 would never have children. 1 would 
marry and probably adopt. He told me that "half-formed and spread out in your abdomen" story. He was 
kind and compassionate with me, but always evasive. He (and the two geneticists) told me that what 
happened to me had no name and that 1 shouldn't wony about it. No one told me 1 was never going to 
develop body hair or that sexual intercourse was going to be a problem. 
1 den? remember much of the next couple of months. There were some medical tests including what i later 
learned was a buccal smear and the results of those tests determined if 1 had a "hysterectomy" or not. 1 was 
scheduted to go into the hospital for a workup and exploratory surgery. If the buccal smear said so, 1 would 
have a "hysterectomy" othenvise 1 would have exploratory surgery. Well, the tests confmed that rny 
karyotype was XY, and I had a gonadectomy. 
There are two things that 1 wish my rnother would give herself credit for. One is the day afier we saw the 
family doctor, she called and threatened a lawsuit if that information ever left her office. We lived in a tiny 
community that feasted on vicious, ugly gossip and that doctor's ofTice was a main source of the gossip. 
The other thing 1 reaIly give her credit for is that while in the hospital she protected me fYom multipIe 
exarns by residents and medical students. 1 have since learned of AIS young women being displayed in 
front of groups of students and being photographed. 1 understand that medical students and young doctors 
need to learn and that they must learn fiom real patients, but young women with AIS do not view this as a 



benign procedure. It has been one of the greatest problems for women joining our support group. None of 
that happened to me and 1 am glad my morn was able to protect me fkom that. 
1 struggled horribly aRer my surgery. 1 wanted children and had always wanted them. 1 hated my body for 
betraying me and for years refùsed to look in minor, even at my face. 1 shggled with a huge depression 
and an obsession with suicide for years. Even though 1 considered myself a feminist and knew that there 
were other ways to define myself as a woman other than having children, 1 just couldn't find one. 1 needed 
help that just wasn't available. Somehow 1 struggled out of the darkness and 1 felt pretty complete by the 
tirne 1 manied at 22. 
A year or two ago, a relative had a baby girl with AIS and 1 strongly suspected that I had whatever she had. 
1 called the new mom and she said that the doctors would like to see rny rnedical records. 1 told her that 1 
wanted to see them aIso, but that the doctors who did my surgery were clairning my records were lost. Last 
year, 1 made an appointrnent with an endocrinologist to talk about the rkks and benefits of taking estrogen 
for ail these years and to get a definitive diagnosis. 1 had a hard time afier finalIy being told about AIS. 1 
was upset by rny karyotype and that my "hysterectomy" was really a gonadectomy. 1 was very upset at 
having been lied to and having my medicai records hidden frorn me. 
1 have found b d ,  compassionate doctors to oversee my medical care, 1 am getting treatrnent for the 
osteoporosis that 1 have from not takuig estrogen regularly. However, the best thing to corne out of Iearning 
about AIS has been joining the support group. Meeting other women with AIS has changed everything for 
me. 1 now know why 1 look like 1 do and 1 am Iess self-conscious about my differences fiom other women. 
1 feel strong, confident and healed for the first time in 20 years. 



Appendix 1 

A Moral Tale (EWA Winter 95-96) 

Ambiguous genitals? 
Boy or girl? 

What will Grandma say? 
What will the sirter say? 

Don't worry! 
With some modest cosmetic surgery WE can assure that the child will look just like YOU 

Here-sign this consent form. 

Hurry now! 
This is an emergency! 

You take this--no, put that there- 
wait, take that out-+ this big enough? 

1s this small enough? 
Shave a bit off over here and attach it there .... 



Y ikes!! 
We didn't consent to surgery-on OURSELVES! 

We though you were going to fix the KID! 
htt~://~~~.i~na.org/hwâlwinte~5-96/winter95-96.htI#anchor757245 



Appendix J 

What 1 wish my parents 
about hypospadias 

had been told 

I would like to speak to parents about hypospadias. In 1970, when I was 7 years oid, 1 \vas brought to a 
doctor. The reason was never füIly explained, but the primary focus of these visits was my penis. After 
several visits, the doctor concluded 1 needed surgery to expand the wethral opening of my penis. Prior to 
that tirne, I had neither recollection nor awareness that anything was wrong with me. 

Before surgery, my normal urine flow was only downward; now the flow follows the natural course 
through the tip also. More often than not, at the start of the flow, the two streams fail to converge, and I am 
shooting in two directions at nearly right angles. 

The doctors never consulted me other than to ask if 1 had any discharge or pain. The idea of asking for my 
opinion about having my penis surgically altered apparently never occuned to them. To the doctors 1 was 
nearly a non-entity, Al1 decisions were made by others; how 1 -fel t  about it ali was inconsequential. 

Putting al1 these details on paper is tough for me. 1 have never elaborated on my problem to oti'iers, for f e u  
of possibk ridicule. It seems aImost absurd if it were not the sad truth. It is very difficult to be in the dark 
about your own body. 1 appreciate ISNA giving me the chance to recopize the missing piece of this 
puzzle. 

Here is rny advice to parents about hypospadias. If the condition is not health-threatening, no action should 
be taken without the expIicit consent of the person concerned. 1 feel the same way about circumcision. It is 
the afflicted person who has to live with the condition, not the parents or doctors. Far too many people 
allow social "stigma" to cloud their judgment. It's OK to be different. 

The parents should wait until the child, health perrnitting, reaches a level of maturity so he can decide for 
himself whether or not to opt for surgery. Of course, educaîion is very important. If parents are made aware 
that hypospadias is not rare, that their chiId is not the only one, they may consider the alternatives. The 
child has accepted his condition; it is al1 he has ever known. Make him aware of his choices and let hirn 
make up his own mind. 

If it wil: help, please feel free to give out rny name to other men with hypospadias, or parents whose 
children have hypospadias. 

Randy 
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